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CITY EDITION

been made one of the Issues of the
M'CARtHY BREAKS RECORD
WILSON OPENS OHIO CAMPAIGN
stiiUe by. the Greek element, which
Pittsburgh, Sept. 20. E. McCarthy
Columbus, O., Sept. 20. Amid the
ahfct-ithat he dictates the employof the Irish American A. C. broke the
blare of brass bandc, the stirring
ment of his countrymen by the minjunior record in the hop step and
strains of martial music and the liu,
ing companies, levies a toll on their
zas of enthusiastic crowds, the demojump with 45 feet, nine inches in the
wages and procures the discharge of
junior events of the Amateur Athle
cratlc campaign in Ohio was opened
those who do not patronize his
tic union's meet here today. Other
today with Governor Woodrow Wilson
Governor Spry was told yesterday .by
results; 120 yard hurdles H. Grifof New Jersey, the party's choice for
many Greek strikers that they' would
fith, Pittsburgh, A. A. won; D. Tren-holpresident,, as the stellar attraction.
be willing to waive the wage demands
New York A. C, second. Time
The gathering, in poini of numbers
if Skliris were removed from camp,
16
seconds. 880 yard run T. J.
and enthusiasm, was equal to any dem
The alleged influence of the labor STANDARD OIL COMPANY STILL Holpin, Boston A. A., first; B. Frick, ROASTS
PLANWESTERN
FEDERATION
REPUBLICAN
COMMIT. onstration of like character held here DISCONTENTED REPUBLICANS DE
agent is denied by Assistant Manager
New York A. C, second. Tim 1:57
NING A LOCKOUT IN THREE
DOMINATES THE PETROL-EUin many years. Outing the forenoon
TEEMAN IN HIS OWN
CIDE TO JOIN IN WITH
Gemmell of the Utah Copper, who in
Pole vault L. McMasters, Sewlckiey
STATES
-every train brought in delegations of
INDUSTRY.
"
STATE
sist that Skliris is employed at a fixed
DEMOCRATS.
Y. M. C. A, Pittsburgh, won, 11 feet;
visitors from points all over 'central
I Watson, ,N.. Y. C. A., second, ten
salary to supply them the men he can
Ohio and from Toledo,
Cincinnati
THE CEiO CCFPEH COMPANY when- they are needed, tout la forbid CISECTCaS STILL
F.IEETING feet nine inches.
Cleveland and. other of
cit- EC-:,f "i
A NATOAL
den to collect from them while they
LEAGUE;
ies. The big featurs of the day was
are employed,
the meeting in Memorial hall this
THE CHINESE LOAN
MAY
LARGE NUMBERS OF MEN
THEY GATHER IN A ROOM AT
A locomotive
THAT IS THE BURDEN OF THE afternoon. Governor
guarded by 21
20. The sum of
London,
jud3on N. Har- ALREADY THE ORGANIZATION IS
Sept
26 BROADWAY, NEW
sheriffs moved from the foot of
QUIT WORK AT SANTA
PROGRESSIVE LEADER'S
mon presided. Next to 'Coventor WilIn final payment of the
MAKING INROADS IN PROthe mountain to the top level of the
RITA
YORK.
son the chief speaker was. Congiest- SPEECH
500,000 advanced to China under the
GRESSIVE RANKS.
Utah Copper proimrty this morning.
man James M. Cox Of Dayton, the dem- terms of the new independent
The strikers did nothing.
Man are
oeratfe nominee for governor of. Ohio.
loan contract signed in Lon
leuvlng-cam- p
IN
K3
TCSUSLE
at the rate of 100 to 150
VEIT
SAYS
so don, August
AEE
LIMCLN
30, was paid over today. REPRESENTS
lEACCOAHTEnS I'i KEY YCH
on every train.
TO CAPTURE PIRATES.
The
to
the
credit
money
being
placed
At noon the sheriff's forces were
Hong Kong, Sept, 20. A Portu
HOLDOUT
MINERS DO NOT ATSECRETARY OF NEW YORK COM of China in the Tien Tsen bank. The TELLS PEOPLE TO VOTE
FOR
in conference discussing the advis
guese force with machine guns today WILSON TODAY OPENS HIS CAM89.
was
new
for
loan
the
paid
price
TEMPT TO DESTROY LIFE
PANY,
DENIES,
HOWEVER,
HIM IF THEY WOULD PREability of disarming the strikers,
left Macao,' the Portuguese dependPAIGN IN THE PRESIDENT'S
It has been decided to issue $25,000,-00OR PROPERTY
THAT TRUST EXISTS.
mostly foreigners, who had congre
SERVE
PEACE
ency in China, with the object of sur95
at
this
STATE.
the
year,
,
remaining
gated about the railway station, prerounding the Island of Colowan, a pihalf of the loan to be issued in 1913.
to
of
await
the
arrival
New York, Sept. 20 In a dining
Salt Lake City, Sept. 20. A report sumably
ratical stronghold, which on former
Hastings, Neb., Sept. 20. Assail
Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 20.
current early this morning that the strikebreakers. The firemen and en- room at 26 Broadway and at the same
occasions has been the scene of seving the republican leaders in general ere
STRIKE IN PENNSYLVANIA
with the opening of the demoWestern Federation of Miners would gineers of the camp, who do not be- table where heads of the Standard Oil
fighting.
to
called
and
the
cratic
a
Rosewater
miners'
Victor
forof
union,
long
20.
Omaha,
campaign in Ohio today, Gov'Because
Pa.,
Pottsville,
down
to
close
Sept.
the
This Portuguese military move is
Nevada,
planned and discussed the affairs of
attempt
.Arizona and New Mexico properties, meeting this morning to be held at 2 trusts in years gone by, there meet one man refused to join the union, mer national coramiteeman, in partic part of an agreement between the ernor Woodrow Wilson gave his
approval today to the formation in
owned by Utah Copper company In o'clock this afternoon for the discus daily at luncheon now the men wbo several thousand workmen are idle ular, former President Roosevelt open. Macao and Canton governments to emNew York of the Wilson
National
terests and managed by D. C. Jack- - sion as towhether they should return then dictated affairs of the company. at the collieries of the Lehigh CoaJ ed his campaign in Nebraska,
ploy their Joint forces, in the exter
today.
to
to
work
so
if
do
the
The
and
Republican
In
requested
uy
PanProgressive
league.
the
So
the
Navigation
company
mination of piracy, now in full sway
declared Richard C. Veit, secretary
ling, was partially confirmed by
"We have 'grown to look for leadergovernor and Rudolph Spreckles, now
Officials of the
on the Canton river estuary.
of the Standard Oil company of New ther Creek valley.
federation president, Charles II, Moy- companies.
in New York in charge of the movethe ship to Nebraska," said Colonel Rooseer.
York, testifying today before a refe United Mine Workers called
ment, exchanged telegrams made pubstrike. The miners have referred the velt in his speech here. "I think we
"We are contemplating such a
ree in the Standard
lic today. Mr. Spreckles, wiring un
matter to John F. White, national are going to do our
move," he said, "and have a man on
litigation.
part in the west.
der date of September 19, said:
"Who meets there?" inquired Sam- president of the union.
the matter
the way to Ely to take-- up
We are waking up in the east. Ir. this
"Eastern headquarters of the Wilson
to
recoguel Untermeyer, counsel for the
there. Mr. Jackling refuses
district or in any other district the
National Progressive Republican leanized the union in Utah and we see
interests.
only way in which the republican pargue were today opened In the Metrono reason why union men in other
"I don't know all of them.''
ty can show itself true to Abraham
politan building, New York. Our lea"Does John I). Archbold still sit at
states should work for himl The men
Lincoln is to support the progressive
was founded by progressive regue
to
that table?"
have some pride and are unwilling
'
party. " i! n
publicans who hope to save the rework where they are not wanted, in
"Yes."
"Penrose, Barnes and your own Vicpublican party, but which la now g
"Does Percy Rockefeller?"
fact, the miners at the Nevada Contor
Rosewater were engaged at the
betrayed by the organization of
"Yes."
solidated at Ely, Nev.,. are ready to
convention in souttllng tht.
Chicago
Colonel
Roosevelt's third term party.
Mr.
Similar questions elicited the infor
go out at a moment's notice.
FOR
.EVERYTHING IS PREPARED
ship. They cared hot a FEDERAL TROOPS ARE UNABLE Under the conditions, you alone de- republican
is
that
of
others
who
mation
at
the
sat
Jackling
general manager
the big
a bit for the principles of the party.
serve the support of true progres- GRAND PRIX A.ND VANDER.
TO FIND MEXICAN
LEADER
Nevada Consolidated and officials o
ttbie were John D. Rockefeller, Wii-- i
All they wanted was to keep the powslves who place principles ahove par- - '
HACES
BILT
ON
RIO
GRANDE.
the union at Kly have written me
liam Rockefeller, J. A. Mof f ett, A. M.
er
for their own purposes and if they
tisanship. Our membership Is wholly
asking me if Ij di I not think It ad-H. C. Folger,
Bedford,
could not keep it without ruining the
Jr., Q. M.
"
republican, but we feel justified ini
'
visable that they strika."
sox AREiSUPE TOOMfJETE party
Pratt, Walter Jennings, W. C. Tesgle.-Vwere glad to ruin tha parthey
T.IANY
Cl'.lVCRS
ENTE1ED
AEE
voting and working for your eiection,$-sinche is
The Nevada Consolidated mine
M. F. Elliott and others who formerly
FOR THE WORLD'S CHAMty." ".
the candidate of the republican
about 3,500 men. sAt the Xjlllno,
were officers and directors of the
PIONSHIP.
does not represent the proares- is
know
Taft
bosses
Mr,
"The
that
party
Santa 'Itita, New Mexico
men COURSE IS NARROW AND IN BAD trust but are now officers or directors
a dead cock in thejjit and they are IT IS APPREHENDED THAT WILEY slve majority in that party and Roose- are employed rand
of the former subsidiaries.
y ConsoliGENERAL WILL MARCH
velt'e candidacy is hopeless and only
CONDITION;. ACCIDENTS
turning to Mr. Wilson. I will admit
dated has several; ivun(lrea, The
FOR SERIES
IS SET that the bosses don't like me. What
men aiscuss their busi- DATE
"Don't
serves to divide our progressive
these
ON
JUAREZ.
ARE FEARED.
cfnBr2rtated and Chino, like
.
ness there daily?"
....
forces."
is more I will make them not like me
the Ut" copper mine of Biugnaru, are
"No."
To
which
I
We
some
am
before
more
Wilson,
Governor
replied:
through.
GAME
BE
OPENING
WILL
PLAYED
1)
'Z
with steam shovels at the
"You hear them talking don't you?''
"Your telegram telling me of the
intend to see that in our LOYAL
VICTORY
WIN
progressives
ON
OCTOMONDAY,
mil
Vilri&ce and most of the labor is
formation of the Wilson National
"Yes, they talk in generalities; I
party every promise made by a pubBER 7.
hear them laughing and joking."
lic man is kept."
Republican league gave
Progressive
GIVE REBELS A SOUND BEATING me
An announcement by President PABST AND WISCONSIN CONTEST
"How long have you been listening
the deepest gratification and enColonel Roosevelt's day began ear
AT THE SAN JOAQUIN
to them as they talked and joked and
Clarence H. Moyer of the Western
WILL OCCUR ON MONDAY
couragement. - The action you and
IN
GO
PAIRS ly, for he was awakenet by a band
CONTESTS
j laughed?"
Federation of Miners that a member
RANCH.
your associates are taking seems to
AFTERNOON.
7
He hastily
o'clock.
at Oxford at
me truly patriotic. The progressive
of the union executive committee was
"Since last December!"
on his clothes and appeared on
put
on his way to Ely, Nev., to authorize
not to ha
This line of questioning met with TEAMS WILL. PLAY
CON the
forces of the nation
TWICE
platform in time to shake hands
Washington, Sept. 20. Brigadier divided. No mere ought
Wis., Sept. 20. At 2
Milwaukee,
to a
a strike at the Nevada Consolidated
attachment
vigorous objections by D. N. Kirley,
EACH
'N
be
In
crowd
of
some
SECUTIVELY
those
with
the
war
troGeneral
to
the
Steever reported
Wisconsin
name
men
now
mine and smelter; the return of D. C. o'clock the Pabst and,
should
and
the
Standard's
Mr.
Unterparty
separate
lawyer,
he
fore the train started. At Minden
RIVAL CITY.
department today from Fdrt Bliss that whose
races were postponed until Tuesare
and
convictions
in redictated
statement
this
Jackling, general manager of the phy
purposes
meyer
He
crowd.
was
another
by
to
sent
whom
greeted
he
condition of
Captain Benjamin,
for
common
a
united
for
Utah Copper comp.nj, to his office in day because of the wet
The
for the record:
object.
ply,
be
which
made a short speech in
gave watch the Bosque Bonita section for
howNew York, Sept. 20. The world'
Salt Lake; the movement of machin- the course. It was announced,
"The purpose of this questioning is
a talk on "the Rosewater brand" of Orozco and his band, had patrolled mation of the league seems to me to
would
race
Vanderbilt
the
ever
that
cn
to
are
begin
most reassuring. May I not conto show the shan? and Jwmbug with series baseball games
ery under guard and without interfer
politics.
the Rio Grande for 18 miles without be
ence at the Utaa Copper works and be run tomorrow and the Grand Prix which these people who have been Monday, October 7. This date is said
fo you my congratulations on your
vey
reof
rebels.
were
the
sight
They
been previously agreed upon
to
have
own
extreme quiet among the miners were on Monday.
those
into
various
part In the movement?"
compan'
mechan- segregated
ported headed towards Juarez. GenCompares Rosewater to Criminal
the development in the Bingham moie Thirteen drivers with their
The
ies meet here daily for the transac- by the national commission, which
governor today knocked the
eral
sent
of
Steever has
three troops
ics and cars, on what some of them tion of their
stilke this morning.
Fairmont, Neb, Sept. 20 At Sutton the Thirteenth
bottom out of previous plans and debusiness, just as they met meets here next Wednesday td draft
to
reinforce
cavalry
a
course,
dangerous
the plans for the games. The date Colonel Roosevelt renewed his attack
Mr. .Tacklins faid soon after his declared to be
termined upon a twelve-hou- r
sleep. It
every day in years one by."
Captain Benjamin's forces.
of the series was on Mr. Rosewater.
prepared this morning to start in the
the
for
arrival:
opening
had been intended to have him speak '
H.
H.
Mr.
tne
late
A'eit
added
that
Vanbased upon the assumption that the
"Strikers at Bingham do not repre first two races of the three days'
this morning from his train at Toledo,
"If we are fit to rule our lives," he
at tlis table and tne
Rogers sat
Win Battle
New York Nationals and the Boston said, "we want to cast our own votes
Federals
sent the sentiment of a majority c derbilt cup race meeting given by the Rockefellers
but the governor protested, and tht'
always took luncheon
assoAmericans would win the pennants in and not have Mr. Victor Rosewater
the employes, j We will see that the Milwaukee Automobile Dealers'
schedule accordingly was altered, the
Ariz.,
Douglas,
Sept
town.
in
were
whenever
there
they
. ....
out
their
men who want , to work arc g:ven ciation.
us.
here
came
I
to
leagues.
respective
for
cast
them
General
governor passing through Toledo durSanjines
Obregon
reported
consulA thunder storm today, succeeded That interlocking directorates,
Miinlovment an J protection. As to
The Boston club has already won in the primaries, and' fought fairly from Fronteras at 10:30 o'clock today ing the night. The day was to bring
exand
confidential
plans
ates,
and the Giants expect to and squarely.. We carried Nebraska that he had fallen' back to that town together Governor Harmon of Ohio
the date of resumption I am not pre- by cloudy weather, indicated a further
the Standard the pennant
ar- postponement, althougn officials hope change of views among
as
soon
as
tut
next tow days. The and In Chicago Mr. Rosewater cast from San Joaquin ranch, where he and Governor Wilson for the first
to
the
within
win
speak,
pared
start was Oil company of New Jersey and its
season
the Boston Red Sox he vote of Nebraska against us. again outfought the .rebels this Jtnorn-in- time since the ' presiaential contest
of
rangements are mado to give the em- to race despite rain. The
paying
noon until 2 o'clock former subsidiaries comprising the oil and the New York Giants closes on
from
will
men
r
the
postponed
The federal commander report- began. During the pinary campaign
In the Chicago convention Mr.
ployes proper protection
Five entrants were scheduled to drive trust, which the federal supreme October 5, and one day's rest before
90 contested dele ed that he had lost seven killed" in Governor Wilson din not visit Ohio
he put to work.
the
allowed
court ordered dissolved, have been
Mr. Moyer added to his earlier 21 laps of a 7.8S2 mile circuit, or
the big games is deemed sufficient. gates to vote on one another's right the fighting, while the rebel loss was out of courtesy to Governor Harmon
abolished utterly, was also testified
cars
with
miles
165.52
Ne
weight
the
light
An early start of the series is de- to seats.
statement' regarding Ely that
;.
much heavier. He reported also the who was a candidate for the nominafor the Wisconsin challenge cup and to by Veit.
as the commission desires to
vada Consolidated employes were
103 horses, a machine tion. Governor Wilson will return to
crimin- capture of
sired,
have
would
"How
you
long
of
"Don
"officers
.or employes
any
f the good "weather.
with wae conditions, ev;n $1,87 in. cash..
his first
11
take
allowand
advantage
if
including a W- Seagirt tomorrow winding up
a
gun
you
prisoners,
in
als left
penitentiary
the Standard Oil company of New
"
Ei;;ht of the thirteen were entered
commission has ed them to vote on. each other's rights oman who had been!., accompanying big campaign tour, '
prior to the Bingham trouble, and
em- - It is learned that the
or
officers
miles York,cofftr jtowwith
decided to play two
would, quit work almost to a man fnr the Pii.hst trotihv at 204.n
to go free? The criminals in tb.6 peni- Salazar, ',
ot other former trust subsidiar practically
or 26 laps or a 7 Ss2 mtie course, with P'oye
in one city. The club ownwhen authorized to do bo by the
A report that the federalhad been
Roosevelt Is Denounced
was
asked.
Mr.
tentiary are .no worse offenders than
ca?"
Veit
cash pri.'s totalling $1,S75 'offered
ers will toss a coin to determine Mr, Rosewater and his allies for the
me
was
caused
out
oy
arrival
de
company
"No."
he
lei's
wiped
Mitchell,
"My
replied.
to
The
.S...D.,: Sept 20. A mass
fnlah.
to the first four alui
which city shall have the opening theft of a nomination."
of a courier at noon today with an ur- state convention of republicans here
etid entirely on itself."
were
race
ribbon
only
blue
cars
in
the
All Quiet in Bingham
games.
gent appeal from Obregon for
late last night adopted resolutions in
a slightly larger than those in the Wis-- :
Bingham, Utah, Sept. 20. Not
been which Roosevelt and the
had
as
forcements
progressive
event.
constn
shot was heard In Bingham last nislit
CONDUCTOR JOHNSON KILLED. attacked by about 1,000 rebels. On! candidates were severely denounced
BRYAN IN WYOMING.
AN JORGE IS CAPTURED
The blue ribbon race stipulations
The five thousanl miners cn
was in The resolutions also declared that at
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 20. A. E. the ground that Agua Prieta
San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, Sept.
Iaramie, Wyo., Sept. 20. William
for higher wages, i upressed, seem- called for cars of 161 to 230 cubic
of attack, no reinforcements the Huron
conduca
danger
several
will
convention presidential'
the
democratic
for
years
J.
speaker,
in
revolutionists
while
Johnson,
Bryan,
yesle
ingly by the addresses delivered to inches piston displacement,
across
on the Santa Fe coast lines, run- were sent from that place. The fed- electors were named who were openly
at
his
tor
Laramie
town
not
in
the
were
and
stop
cars
trip
the
race
attaked.
Wisconsin
and
captured
the
terday
them yesterday by Governor Spfy
on Lake Nicaragua, five the state, going direct from Rawlins ning between Gallup and Belen, met erals under Obregon were strengthen- against the election of President
others, remained quiet. But early this measured for a piston displacement of San Jorge
80 at Fronteras. The
Taft, thus disfranchising those who,
Both miles east of Rivas. While the rebel to Cheyenne and tljence to Evanston. death in a tragic manner at Gallup at ed by a force of
morning they besau to assemble at of 231 to 300 cubic inches.
Nacozarl railroad wires and El Tigre desire to vote for him.
'
when
4
at
on
but
o'clock
will
here
he
He
force
a
morning,
Sunday,
simultaneousyesterday
off
run
San
to
be
Jorge,
gunboat bombarded
the railroad statlo.i and in a little races were
cut
the
been
have
wires
by
which
not
telephone
RiThe
action
is
forms
of
a
Senator
he fell over precipice,
what hour in the morning
Crawford;
while 300 of them, chiefly Greeks, ly, the cars being started at 30 sec- of insurgents furiously attacked
rebels.
Governor R. S. Vessey and National
vas, cutting telegraph wires to Sau "known. An effort is being made to a bank to the river which runs
Were discussing th3 report that the onds' intervals.
The federal loss In the battle of San Committeeman Thomas Thorson from.
Woodrow Wilson, to stop here through the town, and striking on
Utah Copper ctompdny proposed to . The drivers wnb lined for these Juan del Sur and gradually forcing induce
shallow
was
the
!n
across
drowned
on
a
his
bask
short
to
for
head,
way
address,
ranch, 17 miles south of South. Dakota, la supporting Roose-vei- t
fall
set
Joaquin
jiis
hour
the
the
government troops
put a few ;nen to work at the steam two races, awaiting noon,
was denounced. The conventioa
Conof Mr. Johnson was Douiasl, yesterday, was two killed
state.
stream.
For
The
rebel
the
the
When
body
the
,
republicans
Curte.
on
town
were:
the
start
for
the
,
.'
shovel pits today.
af- and 16 wounded.
was
loss
The
rebel
demanded
this
that the chairman of th
Senator
Albuquerque
Mondell,
Warren,
the
through
brought
gressman
attack
government
slackened
Wisconsin trophy Kullck, Ford;
The Greeks claimed to have advices
national republican committee remove-Thoma- s
M. Wilson and Senator C. 0. ternoon accompanied by Mrs. Johnson much, heavier but no
art
Heb-er- , forces
Dr.
J.
and
figures
fire
a
gun
Mason,
Mason;
an
captured
rapid
G.
Mason;
L.
Snyder,
Skliris,
from Salt Lake that
Thomas as national conraiii-tem- an
used it with such deadly effect that Clark will speak here during the cam- en route to Indianapolis, Ind. Mr. available. In addition to the capture
Endicott, Mason.
E. M.
emplomfint agent, had been engaged
and appoint a republican for
prison
Mom- - the rebel were obliged to retire. The paign, Dr. Wilson was formerly pres. Johnson was a life member .of Albt of , a machine gun
eight
Nick
Ribbon
Biue
rent,
Case;
for
to
Utah
company
Copper
by the
the position, rocommendii
Quti iiie lodge No. 461, B. P. O. E. and
fifslit lasted five hours and both sides ident of the Wyoming Wool Growers
j. Han-- .
ward strike breakers. The report
t
for the place.
on Page Four)
well known here.
association.
(Continued
day
casualties.
suffered
on
many
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JEWISH FAST,

SESSION

YESTERDAY

Y0f,l

ARIZONA,

AND NEW MEXICO CORPORATION GOVERNORS
HOLD MEETING.

Albuquerque,

N.

M.,

Sept,

A

30.

conference of far reaching Importance
was held in Albuquerque
yesterday
between the corporation commissions
of New Mexico and Arizona. The con-ference was held in the Commercial
club here and was attended by Chairman Hugh H. Williams and O. L.
Owen of the New Mexico commission,
and W. Paul Geary, chairman, F. A.
Jones and C. A. Smith, secretary ot
the Arizona commission. Mr. Geary,
chairman of th'e commission, is one of
the brightest young attorneys In the
southwest and has made an especial
study of corporation law and rate
bases. Mr. Jones, the other member
of the commission is a traffic expert
and Mr. Smith, the secretary, Is conceded to be one of the best Informed
men In the west on traffic and rates.
The conference f was held behind
closed doprs and the matters discussed were of a confidential nature.
The conference today is for the purpose of discussing informally corporation conditions In the two states
and suggesting remedies for any evils
or abuses that; may exist at the present time. The Arizona commission,
as well as the New Mexico commission, is at present engaged In the Important work of endeavoring to put
Into effect more equitable freight
rates from various parts of the state.
In Arizona, for Instance, the rate per
hundred on potatoes from Flagstaff
and Williams to Douglas and the
southern part of Arizona Is $1.09. The
rate on the same commodity from
Portland, Ore., Sacramento, Cal., or
Denver, Colo., to Douglas and southern Arizona points Is 75 cents or
lower, thus making dt Imposslhle for
northern Arizona growers and ship
pers to enter into successful compe
tition with growers and shippers in
tb?r parts of the country. Rates on
lumber front northern Arizona, to
southern Arizona, it is claimed, are
also out of proportion when contrasted
with existing rates from points Jn
!
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ffl NcW Mexico there have been
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;.pjny complaints that El Paso is

be-

by the railroads as a dis- point and that New Mexico, is being discriminated
against.
With a view to arriving at some
easible solution of the problems
which the corporation commissions
are called upon to solve, the meeting
of the Arizona and New Mexico com- missions was held today.
The Arizona commission is well organized and is a "live wire" proposition all the way. A large number of
hearings have been held since organic
zation and In many cases remedies
have been applied. The Arizona commission is vested with much power
and has practically a free hand in
The comdealing with corporations.
mission recently completed an Important hearing at Tucson, the Tucson
Gas, Electric Light and Power company being under fire on complaint
of Tucson people that the company
was discriminating against them. F.
P. Woy, formerly manager of the Al
buquerque Gas, Electric Light and
Power company, was one of the principal witnesses at the hearing, quantifying aa an expert for the Tucson
company, which is owned by the Federal Traction company of New York.
Mr. Woy has had much experience In
commission hearings, having an ex
traordinary knowledge of practical
and technical matters relative to light
and power affairs.

THE "NET"
Is the name of the big fifteen thou
sand dollar serial story which will ap
pear In the Weekly Kansas City Star
soon, for the newspaper rights of
which the author received $15,000.
This story, pronounced the greatest
this popular novelist has written, will
not be published as a book until it
has run serially in this newspaper.
The scene is the Italian Mafia, and
against that sinister background the
author has thrown the softer colors
of an absorbing and fascinating love
story. The story, while tragic In tone,
has the humor, sprlghtllness and ac
tion that have characterized his prev
ious successes.
"The Net" will be continued In .liberal installments each week, with fifteen powerful ilustrallons by Howard
Giles. The subscription price of The
Weekly Kansas City Star Is 25 cents
a year.
Subscribe now and avoid missing a
copy.

Address The Weekly Kansas City
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Kansas City, Mo.
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Two

measures, which In the opinion of Sen
ator T. B. Catron are among the most
important now pending in the United
States congress are the vocational
education bill by Senator Page,
which is expected to pass bothi housf s
and the Sullivan railroad men's com- 'penBation bill which has passed the
senate and which has good prospects
of being passed by the house.
"These measures," said the New
Mexico senator yesterday, "are of vital
interest to the whole country and particularly so In New Mexico. On the
railroad hill I think, I have received
at least three thousand letters and
petitions, asking for my support for
the proposition, most of these letters
coming from my home state. This
measure, which is modeled somewhat
on the New Jersey law and the law
in vogue In Germany, provides a graduated system of compensation for injuries to employes, the amount of
money in each case being in proportion to the seriousness of the injury.
The scheme Is for the employing
corporation to come to an Immediate
settlement with! the injured employe,
on the basis of this schedule agreement without taking the case into
court and eliminating the attorneys
fees. It" has been found practicable
in several states, and In England,
France and Germany.
"The vocational educational bill,"
said Senator Catron, "Is one of the
greatest educational innovations ever
proposed and the law, if passed, will
have a most far reaching effect upon
practical education in the United
States. It will mean the expenditure
of fifteen million dollars a year in
the country, of which sum New Mexico will get her proper quota. The
title of the bill explains its alms and
purposes and Jt should have the sub- port of every person who Is Inter
ested in education that educates."
A. A. U. CHAMPIONSHIPS

Pittsburgh, Pa., Sept, 20, Amateur
athletes of renown, Including Olympic
victors and the star performers from
colleges, schools and clubs in many
parts of the country, streamed Into
Pittsburgh last night and during the
early hours this morning. Before nool
today a thousand men and youths, rep
resenting the' cream of America's ath-

letic talent, had assembled at Forbes
Field to participate in the annual na:
tiona track and field championships
of the Amateur Athletic union. Fol
lowing the usual program, the junior
events were carded for this afternoon
with the championships in the senior
class reserved for tomorrow. In the
number and high class of the entries
the meet this year eclipses all of its
predecessors. Tersons who have fol
lowed closely the athletij performances during the past year predict that
several records will g- by tho board
before the meet Is concluded.
CHAS. H. GROSVENOR'S BIRTHDAY
20. Beneral
Athens, O., Sept.
Charles H. Grosvenor, for many years
a conspicuous member of the nation
al house 'of representatives, entered
upon his eightieth year today. Since
his retiremenlt from congress five
years ago General Grosvenor has tak
en no part In public life, though his
interest in politics Is as keen as ever.
During the years of his activity he en
joyed a wide reputation as the prin
cipal election prophet of the republi
can party. That the old habit of fram.
ing election forecasts still clings to
the former congressman is evidenced
by the fact that he has recently pre
pared a formidable array of figures
to show that President Taft Is certain
to win the battle of the ballots next
November.
'

Effective Home Rensedy
for Tuberculosis
It is a serious matter when the luiigs
are Directed.
A trip nwiiy or to o
Is not only expensive, hut It Involves sepnriitlnn from home mid friends
Some are benelited, hut few can snfelv
Alterntlve ) effective for
nouie trwitnient.
For
2:il S. Atlantic Ave., example:
lliulduntleld, N. J.
"Urntlenien: In the full of I!HI5 I contracted a very severe cold, which settled
on my lungs.
At lust I besun to raise
sputum, and my physiciun then told uie I
must go to California Immediately.
At
Nns time I was advised to take Eck-uia- n
s Alterative.
I stayed at home and
commenced taking It the last week in
I heifan to improve, and the
October.
first week In January, WOO, I resumed
my regular occupation, having Rained 2.1
pounds, fully restored to health
It is
now five years since my recovery has been
effected, and I cannot praise Kcknian's
Alterative too highly.
I
have recommended it with excellent results "
V. M. TATEM.
(HlRtRd)
Kekman's Alterative Is elfpctlve In Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
1inifr Troubles, and lu upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or
druirs. Ask. for booklet
tellitifr of recoveries, and write to Eckinan
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Pn for more evidence. For sale by all leading drugnlsli
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Will be closed all day Saturday, on account of
Jewish Holiday, but will

BIBLICAL AUTHORITY FOR THE CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS SAYS NEW MEXICO SENATOR
ALSO STATE IS FACING DIFFICULTY
'
NEW MEXICO WILL GO
OBSERVANCE OF DAY TO- LIKES THE RAILROAD
MOVING THIS YEAR'S
FOR G. O P.
MORROW
MEASURE
CROPS.
When the first stars appear In the
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 20. That
heavens this evening' they will usher now is the time for the republican
in the day holiest to the Jew in his party to. enter actively "Into the camentire religious calendar.
From that paign to regain the state government
hour until the evening of the follow-- 1 from the control of the democracy Is
tag day, the devout Israelite will give the opinion of Hon, Nathan J.affa, canhimBelf entirely to God, and to the didate for congress on the republican
'
'
purifying of his soul by repentance. ticket.
Mr. Jaffa returned last night from
It will be a day spent by him in meditation and prayer, with no thought of Santa Fe where he attended the
committee
the world, its profits or pleasures. meeting of the .special
It is the great White Fast, when, ab- charged with the duty of outlining
staining from all food, from sundown the preliminary work of the campaign.
to sundown, the people of Israel "af- He is spending the day In Albuquerflict their; souls" for the sins of the que and will leave tonight for his
home in Roswell to attend to some
past year.
The holy day Is mentioned in the pressing business affairs prior to enBible in a number of places; Leviti- tering actively upon the work of the
cus XVI describes the elaborate priest- campaign.
ibid
"I see no reason to doubt that the
ly ceremonial of atonement;
XXIII,
it appears in the list of republican party will carry the state
festivals where the "affliction of the both for president and congressman
Ibid this year," said Mr. Jaffa this mornsoul" (fasting)
is ordained;
XXV, 9, announces that on the Day ing. "The party has been purged of
of Atonement, each fiftieth year, the many of its undesirable members who
trumpet sound shall usher in in the have gone to the Bull Moose moveJubilee year; while Numbers XXIX, ment, and many of Its really progresdescribes the sacrifices of this sive members who declined to follow
sacred day. From these references the party standard In the last election
and later accounts In the Talmud we are back in the harness. These are
get a picture of this Day of Awe as the men who stand for cleanliness n
it was celebrated in Biblical times. politics and who could have nothing-iThe holy day on the tenth day of Tisn-r- l
common with the men who have takwas observed By abstention from en the lead in the third term propafood and drink and by an elaborate ganda for Roosevelt.
"As for the democrats, the real demceremonial In which the high priest
was the central figure. He besought ocrats, their numbers have not inforgiveness for his own sins and those creased since the last election, when,
of his own household, then for those helped by a large number of disgruntof the wider household of priests, then led republicans, ttiey succeeded in
for all the people. Of two goats, he electing a portion of their state tic
slaughtered one as a sacrifice "for ket. This year, with those disgruntthe Lord" and and set the other aside led 'republicans either back in the par-tr"for Azazel." The blood of the sacri
ranks or supporting the bull moose
fices ha sprinkled upon the curtain of candidates, the democrats find them
the Holy of Holies, to purity It from selves once more a hopeless minorthe sins of the people.
ity.
From this Biblical ceremonial which
"In my opinion this Is the time for
throughout seeks for forgiveness of the party to he up and doing. With a
the community as a whole, the Day little effort
and a clean camof Atonement hag been somewhat paign we can carry the. state for Tatt
changed In Rabbinic Judaism and In and thoroughly organize the party so
the modern service and emphasizes that two years hence it will be in poalso repentance, and personal prayer sition to sweep New Mexico; in the,
for the forgiveness of each individual election fof members of the legislathe peni- ture and congress and four years
sinning soul. It complete
tential periocrbf ten days that had hence take full control of the state
government."
begun with the New Year's Day.
Mr. Jaffa has nothing but praise
The celebration of the Day of
Atonement begins in the synagogue for his democratic opponent, Mr.
hut declares that the dem
with the evening service, called' Kol
Nidre from its opening formula, which ocratic platform pledges, to the ful
refers to vows concerning the indi fillment of which Mr. Fergusson is
With its bound, spell nothing but ruin for the
vidual and his conscience.
strongly marked melodies and songs, Industries of New Mexico and espe
this service assumed in the course of cially for the sheep and cattle Intertime a very impressive character. ests.
To doubt that this condition is rec
Throughout the following day a continuous series of services is held, ognlzed by the people of New Mexico
which toward the middle of the after- is to doubt their intelligence, said Mr.
noon Is heightened in impressiveness Jaffa.
The republican candidate Is a
by a most solemn commemorative
service for the dead. This is follow strong favorite with the business men
ed by the Nellah or closing service of the state and it is said that many
in which the main Ideas of the day lifelong democrats, in Albuquerque
are especially emphasized; repent- and elsewhere, will desert their party
ance conditioning forgiveness and to support him. These men justify
God's sealing the decree of man for their action on tne ground that the
the ensuing year. The service ends welfare of the state and nation dewith a solemn Invocation of God's mands a continuance of the republican policy of protection and progress.
name, the Shema and the seven-folexclamation, 'the Lord, He is God."
Asa signal of the close of the sacred READY FOR VANDERBILT RACE.
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 20 With to.
day, the trumpet (shofar) Is blown
once, and the devout worshiper turnB day's contests for the Wisconsin trohomeward from God's house with the phy and the Pabst trophy as an appeassurance that In reward for his tizer, the thousands of automobile entrue and sincere repentance, the sins thusiasts gathered in Milwaukee are
of the past have been forgiven. ,
alive with anticipation over the great
Services for the Day of Atonement Vanderbilt cup race to be decided to
will be held tonight in Temple
morrow. During the forenoon the dareat 8 o'clock and tomorrow devil drivers who are to compete in
at 10 o'clock. Memorial America's premier speed contest made
morning
services will be held tomorrow after- circuit after circuit on the course,
noon at 3:30 o'clock. Rabbi Samuel perfecting their acquaintance with the
8.2 miles of its distance, and shaking
Peiper will preach at these services.
their engines down to their fittest
form for the great tests of speed and
PAOLI BAiTTLE ANNIVERSARY
Among the noted drivers
West Chester, Pa.,' Sept. 20. On the endurance.
monument grounds near Malvern the holding themselves in readiness for
customary exercises were held this af- the signal to start in the great race
ternoon in commemoration of the con- for gold and glory are Ralph De Pal-mflict which historians pf the AmeriRalph Mulford, Hughey Hughes,
can revolution have termed the ''Mas- Spencer Wishart, Teddy Tetzlaff anc
sacre of Paoll." Today marked the Caleb Bragg.
anniverone hundred and thirty-fiftROME'S DAY TO CELEBRATE.
sary of the event. On the night of
Romt, Sept. 20. The
September 20, 1777, the troops of General Anthony Wayne, while retreating anniversary of the entry o the Italian
from the battle of Brandywine, were troops into Rome and the fall of the
surprised by the British general, af- temporal power of the papacy was the
terwards known as "Fllntless" Gray. occasion today for the customary patThe British general forbade his men riotic demonstrations and holiday obto fire a shot, and to makf sure of it, servance.
During the day immense
took away their flints, whence came crowds visited the historic Porta Pia,
his nickname "Flintless." The night through which the Italian troops made
was intensely dark, and the Hessians their entrance into the capital. The
fell upon the Americans, without a mo- several monuments of Victor Emmanment's warning, and bayonetted them. uel, Garibaldi, Cavour, Mazzinl and
Only the genius of General Wayne other notahle figures In the Italian
prevented the destruction of the en- struggle for independence were beautire body of troops.
tifully decorated with flowers.
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OPEN AT 6 O'CLOCK
Saturday Evening

IN

Topeka, Kan., Sept. 20. In order to
avert a seriousar shortage that already is staring Kan3as In the face,
railroad men In Topeka are preparing
to enlist the assistance of the state
public utilities board and Kansas shipof handling
pers in the problems1
grain. The first warning of the coming
shortage was felt by the Rock Island
today when the roao. found it necessary to put forth extra eftorts to handle grain in the southwestern part of
the state.
Officials of the Rock Island and Santa Fe admit that there Is trouble
ahead in Kansas. This trouble can be
averted In a large degree by the shippers. It Is the Intention of Topeka
railroad men to ask the state utilities
commission to issue a circular plea to
the shippers pointing out to them
the importance of unloading cars im-

Here Are Four Especially Attractive
Values For Saturday Evening Only
silk waists

m m

GCC3

FALL SEASON

AKD

SIICES

One lot of women's Silk
and Chiffon draped waists in
a variety of styles and colors
all this seasons goods, worth
$3 each, special, only
$2.23

SERVICEABLE

M CHILC2EN

One lot of children's shoes

'n Patent Leather, Gunmetal
and Vici Kid sizes 5j to 11
to 5, worth $1.65 to
pair, special,
$1.43
One lot of Men's
d
Ties in a variety of de
sirable patterns, worth 85c
each for Saturday evening,
IGo
only, each
and

3a

Amoskeag Apron Gingham
in all colors and patterns,
worth 8
everywhere,
special for Saturday evening
Go
only, per yd. -

llj

Four-in-han-

l-- 3c

mediately.

The circulars would be issued with
G
ID
the object of calling the attention of
comas
well
as
railroad
grain shippers
panies to the threatened danger of' a
Laa Veaa'LoadinStora
serious shortage of cars for grain
f
shipments In the next few months.
The demand for cars at this time Is
great and it will .Increase In the next
few months.
Shippers and Railroad
Established 1862
South SidoPlaja,
It is stated by railroad men that cooperation with the shippers could control largely the prospective car short12 to IS months,
age. If shippers would order no more f
discharge of a deadcars than they could load quickly, If
ly weapon.
the loaded cars would be billed out f NEW8 FROM THE CAPITAL
Three prisoners came from Dona
Ana county in the custody of Sheriff
Immediately, if merchants using cars
that could be rushed into grain service
Felipe Lucero. They were: Coneejl
would load and unload without delay
Llexla, three and a half to five years,
it is said that the shortage fear in Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 20. The high- arson, (burning down a saloon in Las
Kansas could be reduoed to a mini way commission, consisting of Gov- Cruces); Jose de la Luz Sedillo, one
ernor McDonald,
State Engineer
mum.
year, grand larceny; Felix Salcldo,
"
French
and
Land
Commissioner
The demurrage proposition has kill
one year, assault with a deadly weawill
meet
tomorrow
for the pur- pon.
ed many railroad cars in Kansas. Mill
;
" si,
ers who do not have storage facilities pose of appointing three men in each
Five are Paroled
of the 26 counties of New Mexico to
will hring a car of grain in on the
Governor McDonald paroled the folsidetrack and allow it to stand there see that the road laws are enforced. lowing prisoners: Seferino Moralct,.
until they have enough flour to reload This is in compliance with the law serving three to five years for asthe car. Other millers rather pay de passed recently. The county road sault to kill; John Smith, two to five
any years for assault to
miirrage than rent storage rooms foi commissioners serve without
'
murder; Manuel
Maes,- two to three yeai term for largrain. In this way the railroad com compensation.
'
Laws go to PreseV i
ceny; Denero Merla, on to two year
panies are helpless and the cars stand
Assistant Secretary of State Kanen term for forgery and Frefl Ritter, one
for weeks on the sidetracks idle.
Commercial bodies, manufacturing Is hack from Albuquerque where he to two years for larceny.
and wholesale institutions and state had the pleasure of seeing the index
Processes Served
utilities commissions all over the to the laws of New MexicoEnglish
Processes have been served
surance Commissioner Chaves by At:
country have pleaded with the ship edition, go to press.
New Company
pers to assist in controlling the short
torney James G. Fitch Jn the cases of
Articles of incorporation were filed Sarah W. Baca, vs. the Norwich Vnlop
age situation. Kansas has said nothing.
Railroad men are anxious that some in the office of the corporation com Fire Insurance Society, Ltd., Sarah
action be taken by the state commla mission by the San Miguel Sheep and Baca, vs. Imperial Fire Insurance comslon.
Cattle company, of Las Vegas. ThH. pany of Colorado; Jose y Aragon and
Mattle
They promise to do their share in company Is capitalized at $25,00D
Hamel vs. The Norwich
250 shares at $100 each. The incor- Union Fire Insurance
aiding the movement.
society; Jose
porators are: Edward D. Raynolds, y Aragon and Mattle Hamel vs. the
40; William J. Lucas, 40 and Myrtle Imperial Fire Insurance company.
CELEBRATE RECIPROCITY DEFEAT Huffman, 1 share. All 'are residents
of East Las Vegas.
NOTICE.
Montreal, Sept. 20. Acting on a
New Prisoners
of
Notice is hereby g ven that the ofPremier
the
Borden,
suggestion
association of this
Eight new prisoners were brought ficial paper of tne New Mexico Oat
city Is preparing for a public demon- to the state penitentiary yesterday. tie Sanitary Board will on Septemstration tomorrow night in celebra- Five came from Silver City, in the ber 1, 1912, De changed from the Las
tion of the first anniversary of the custody of Depdty Sheriff More. Thef Vegas Optic, of Las Vegas, N. M, to
defeat of the proposed
reciprocity4 were: Bernardo Duran, three to five the Roswell News, of Roswell, New
agreement with' the United States. years, robbery; Tirso de Candela'rlo, Mexico. After the above date all noThe demonstration will take the form three to five years, robbery; Angel tices of estrays will be published in
of a political meeting which will be Estrada, 12 to 15 months, larceny; the News,
addressed by several cpnservative par- Manuel Martinez, 10 to 15 months.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
ty leaders of national prominence..
W. J, LINWOOD, Secretary.
statutory offense; Epimenio Montoya,

Sstssrdy Eveisittg, to

O'clock, Daly

Br-ive-n,
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HoBklns, Cashier.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Ls Vegas

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with

the San Miguel National

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Iloskins

Interest PeJd

Bank

President
Vice President

Treasurer
on Deposis

I
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Ing him upon scanty rations until the would be: valueless, no matter how CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION therein, and therein to hold,
To make, alter, amend and rescind man and chief clerk of said Commispurchase,
next day. The earnings of the beggar strongly constructed, against a ton of State of New Mexico. Office of the mostage and convey real and person-a- l the
s
of the corporation to fix, sion have hereunto set their hands
are said to have amounted to between granite or steel, falling several hun- State Corporation Commission.
property, except as when forbidden determine, from time to time, and and affixed the seal of said Commisthree dollars and five dollars dally, dred feel. Abolishing the Jaw of
It is hereby certified, that the an by local laws.
vary the amount to be reserved as sion, at the City of Santa Fe, on thia
and the police claim! that the result gravity seems to be about the only nexed is a full, true and complete
The foregoing clauses shall be con working capital, to determine tht 19th day of September, A. D. 1912.
of the blind man's begging has netted sure protection, but engineers are transcript of the Certificate of Incor strued both as
HUGH II. WILLIAMS,
objects and powers, times for the declaration and pay (Seal)
the man in question more than $l,0u0. nevertheless working on different poration of The San Miguel Sheep and but no recitation
or docla- - ment, and the amount of each divi Attest:
Chairman.
.
.expression
In support of their claim thev point out plans which they hope may mako pe- and Cattle Company (No. 7312) with, ration of
specific or special powers dend on the stock, to determine and , EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
that this mah has three times seucured destrians reasonably safe in the vic- the endorsements thereon, as same or purposes herein enumerated shall direct the use and
The San Miguel Sheep and Cattle
disposition of any
the release ot the beggar rom Insti- inity of a skyscraper in the course of appears on file and of record in the be deemed to be exclusive; but it is
or
net
to
and
author
Company
surplus
profits,
A
tutions to which he has been com- erection.
office of the State Corporation! Com- hereby expressly declared that all oth-th- ize and cause to
of Stockholders'
be executed mort
Certificate
The case
AF- mitted for
Peculiar Fish at the Zoa
ON STREETS
mission.
PEDESTRIANS
mendicancy.
lawful powers not Inconsistent gages and liens upon the real and perwhen it comes to trial is likely to
The biggest fish story of the seaIn testimony whereof, the chairman therewith are hereby included. .
TER MIDNIGHT MUST EXsonal property of the corporation, pro
This Is to certify, That the underarouse considerable interest since In son up to date has just emanated from and clerk of said Commission have
PLAIN TO POLICE
5. Capital
Authorized.
vided always that a majority of the signed, having associated themselves
View of the monay channel of raft the 7.00, and as might be supposed from hereunto set their hands and affixed
is authorized to issue its capi- whole board concur therein.
for the ipurpose of forming a corpora-tior- i
New York, Sept. 20. New York's which have recently been exposed the this distinction, it is a remarkable the seal of said Commission, at the tal stock to the extent of
to the affirmative vote of
Pursuant
under the laws of the State of
Twenty
Great White Way is up In arms over suggestion has been advanced that or-- one to say the least. The zoo is now; City of Santa Fe, on this 19th day of five Thousand ($25,000.00) Dollars, di- the holders of a
New Mexico, in such case made and
of
stock
the
majority
the most surprising bit of news that ganized begging directed by a num- in possession offish which can climb, f.etember, A. D., 1912.
vided into two hundred and fifty icsued and
outstanding at a stockhold provided, to be known as The San
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
it has heard in years which is so rev-- , ' er of men who get the money may a tank containing a dozen climbing (Seal) .
(250) shares, of the par value of One ers' meeting
duly convened, to sell, Miguel Sheep and Cattle Company,
Chairman. Hundred ($100.00) Dollars each.
.rOlutionary in its character as actually! yet be added to the already long list porch having Just been received there, Attest:
or otherwise dispose do hereby declare that there shall
transfer
assign,
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
6.
to threaten the early morning activ-- 1 of parasitic methods of gaining an in- - the gift of an Englishman who 0n his
Tha Hm. of the property, Including the fran be no stockholders' liability account
Length Of Extstfinr
last visit to this city promised to
The San Miguel Sheep and Cattle
for which this corporation shall exist chises of the
ity for which the thoroughfare is fam - jV.i eased Income.
corporation as an en- of any stock issued by said corporaisend back anything which he might
Whiskers Again Fashionable
ed. The remarkable bit of news Is to
shall be fifty (50) years,
Company
provided,
tirety,
always, that a ma tion.
7.
Certificate of Incorporation
the effect that Broadway Is to have a After a generation during which run across during his travels. The
Capital Subscribed The names jority of the whole board concur thereIn Witness Whereof, we have here
is
Yorkers
New
in
all
male
the
climbing perch
We, the undersigned, in order to and postoffice addressed of the incor- in.
question
curfew rule, and although curfew will
unto' set our hands and seals this 12th
'
not ring, figuratively until midnight, der 50 who desired to keep up with which comes from India and ia about form a corporation for the purposes porators, and the number of shares
Subject to the foregoing provisions day of September, A. D. 1912.
instead of at the conventional hour of the proper fashions have gone clean 'ten inches in length. They have been hereinafter stated, under and pursu- subscribed for by each, the aggregate the
EDWARD D. RAYNOLDS, (Seal)
may prescribe the num9 o'clock, its enforcement is likely to shaven, it now looks as if whiskers
placed in a tank around the edges of ant to the provisions of the laws of of which is Twelve Thousand One
of directors to constittue a quorum
ber
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
(Seal)
change the early morning hours from are again to have an inning. Ajpar-- ( wnlch is a wooden rtatCorm, The the State of New Mexico, do hereby Hundred ($12,100.00) Dollars, and is at their meeting and such number may
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(Seal)
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the amount of capital stock with be less than a
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.
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that
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dress,
Name The name of the pro- which the corporation will commence number.
to ones of quiet and desolation.
At styles
New
of
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State
12 o'clock, according to the new rule, has now come from Europe that facial when they desire to take a nap they posed corporation is The San Miguel business, are as follows:
The corporation reserves the right County of San Miguel, ss.
no one will be tolerated along the hirsute decorations will be the correct climb up the side of the tank to the Sheep and5 Cattle company.
No. of
to amend, alter, change or repeal any On this 12th day of September, A.
2. Registered Office The register Name and address
Great White Way who has not a good thing this winter for the man who platform on which to enjoy their
Shares
Amt provision contained in this certificate D. 1912, before me personally appearexcuse for being there, and persons desires to be eminently proper. The sleep. Fortunately the fish are on ed office of the corporation is at No. Edward D. Raynolds,
in the manner now or hereafter pre- ed Edward D. Raynolds, Hallett RayEast Las Vegas,
arrested for violating this rulue will most fashionable kinds it is said will public view so that incredulous per- ,'12 Sixth street, in the City of Las
scribed by the statute for the amend- nolds. William J. Lucas and Myrtle
have to face either a fine or a work- be those which adorn the side of the sons can inspect them first hand In- Vegas, New Mexico, and William J. New Mexico..
40
$4000.00 ment of the certificate of incorpora- Huffman, to me known to be the perhouse sentence. Moreover, it is said face only, but many are mentioned stead of having to rely on hearsay Lucas is designated as the statutory Hallet Raynolds, East
tion.
sons described in and who executed
that the excuse will have to , be a as being at least not in bad taste. evidence as is the case in most fish aent therein, in charge thereof, and Las Vegas, New ,
In Witness Whereof, we have here- the foregoing instrument, and ao
Mexico
40
good one and genuine as well. No loi- Among these are Dundrearys, Galways stories. , Incidentally the arrival of upon whom process against the cor
4000.00 unto set our hands and seals this
knowledged that they executed the
William
J. Lucas.
tering or strolling aimlessly about Roscommons and PaiBleys, to mention the climbing perch seemB likely to poration may be served.
12th day of September, A. D. 1912.
same as their free act and deed.
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will be tolerated, and it Is still an op- a few of the long list. At present throw some light on the mooted quesEast Las Vegas,
Principal Objects The objects
EDWARD D. RAYNOLDS, (Seal)
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(Seal)
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Las Vegas, New
STOMACH STARVERS
cepted as a valid excuse. There are
MYRTLE HUFFMAN,
WALTER BRUCE HOKE,
(Seal)
(Seal)
Mexico ......
also many places along Broadway beardless for so long that the names
.. .. l
100.00
EAT ANYTHING NOW breed, sell, rent and deal in sheep,
State of New Mexico,
Notary Public.
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little
nothing
where turkey trotting is indulged In
cattle, horses and all other kinds of
of San Miguel, ss.
Commission
County
Oct 14 ,1915.
My
expires
after midnight, and much interest is generation. Just how popular the new No Indigestion or Upset Stomach for domestic livestock, and to carry on Total
$12100.00
On this 12th day of September, A.
Endorsed No. 7313. Cor. Rec'd. Vol
to
be
seen,
be
remains
fashion
will
the live stock industry and business
8.
evinced as to whether a desire to inThe affairs and business of the D., 1912, fbefore me personally ap 6 page 184 Certificate of Stock hold"Pape's Diapepsin"
in all its branches.
dulge in this dance will be regarded and can hardly be determined until
Users
corporation shall be conducted and peared, Edward D. Raynolds, HallettJ ers'
of The San Miguel
To purchase, own, improve,
na a HiiffiHant nrntopHnn npnlnat nr. the whiskers have had time to attain
sell, controlled by a board of directors, con
William J. Lucas and Myr- Sheep and Cattle Company. Filed In
Raynolds,
Thee- is more than
rest. As the gayest hours of the day a healthy
Every year regularly more than a lease, rent, hire, hypothecate and sisting of four members, the dlrectorr tle Huffman, to me known to be the office of State Corporation Commis
only begin at midnight along the a suspicion, however, that It will not million stomach suffers in the United deal in real estate, and to make as- who are to act as such for the first persons described in and who execut- sion, Sept 19, 1912; 9. a. m. Edwin
and Canada take signments of leases and contracts and three months, and until their succes ed the foregoing instrument, and ac- F. Coard, Clerk. Compared E. D. C.
great White Way, and continue prac prove popular here if for no other rea States, England
tically until sunrise, the working of son that the statement put forward Pape's Diapepsin, and realize not only transfer and assign leases and con- sors are elected and qualified, are:
knowledged that they executed the to J. J. O.
tracts when and where necessary and
the new curfew rule may result in an by various physicians that It is not Immediate, but lasting relief.
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same as their free act and free act
to
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it
Likewise
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HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
This harmless preparation will di- Incident to said business.
upheaval which mav make thegayety sanitary.
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NOTICE TO CREDITORS
of this street only a memory. Al- meet the unqualified disapproval of gest anything you eat and overcome . To cultivate, farm and improve real
WILLIAM J. LUCAS,
In Witness Whereof I have hereunNotice
Is hereby given tnat Bias
all
barbers.
the
a sour, g;assy or
MYRTLE HUFFMAN
stomach estate, and to do and trans,act everythough arrests have aleady been made
to set my hand and affixed by official Sanchez and Mrs. Maxlmiana S. Ors
To Cut Down Aerial Deaths
under the new rule, prominent
thing necessary, proper and beneficial
five minutes afterwards'.
9. Regulations Respecting Direc- - seat the day and year in this certifi- tega have been appointed administraare hopeful that the duration
tors- - In furtherance and not in limi cate written.
Aerial death is rapidly becoming so If your meals don't fit comfortably, in farming lands.
tors of the estate of Che late Fran
4.
of its enforcement will be short, as common in New York that It now or what you eat lies like a lump of
Subsidiary Powers and Purpos- tation of the powers conferred
WALTER BRUCE HOKE,
All persons having
(Seal)
S. Ortega,
cisco
by
'
has been the case in other reform seems likely that some sort of legal lead in your stomach, or if you have es As subsidiary to and in connec- statute, the board of directors are ex
Public. claims against the estate will preNotary
movements.
Meanwhile the owners steps may shortly be taken to- ellm-nit- e heartburn, that is a sign of indiges- tion with the foregoing, from time to pressly authorized:
My commission expires Oct. 14, 1915. sent them to the above named admin
N,
time the corporation may:
of cabaret shows, restaurants, cafes,
To hold their meetings, to have one
it, "so far as that is possible. tion.
Endorsed No. 7312. Cor. Rec'd. Vol. Istrators. In all matters
pertains
Manufacture, purchase or otherwise or more offices, and to
and big electric signs, all of which go This, however, has nothing to do
Get froiia your pharmacist a fifty-cekeep the books 6, page 184. Certificate of Incorpo- to the estaate call on or address Bias
to make up the night life of Broadway, with aeroplanes and their use, but
case of 'Pape's Diapepsin and acquire goods, wares, merchandise of the corporation within or, except ration of The San Miguel Sheep and!
Sanchez. Wagon Mound, N. M.
are wondering what their fate will be instead with the shower "of
take a done Just as soon as you can.1 and personal property of every class as otherwise provided by statute, Cattle Company. Filed in office of
BLAS SANCHEZ.
mortand
if the new urtew rule is rigidly endescription, and hold, own,
missiles varying in. size from There will be no sour risings, no
without or, except as otherwise pro- State Corporation Commission Sept
MAXIMIANA S. ORTEGA.
forced,
food mixed gage, sell or otherwise dispose of. vided by statute, without the state of 19, 1912; 9 a. m. Edwin F. Coard,
a brick to a huge slab of granite or belching of undigested
Administrators.
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"Blind Beggar Slavery"
a steel girder which of late has been with acid, no stomach gas or heart trade,
New Mexico, at such places as may, Clerk. Compared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
'.
y
Acquire and undertake the good from' time to
While New York has for years be- dropping from the great skyscrapers burn, fullness or heavy feeling in the
time, be designated by
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga.. has uscome excited over various kinds of in the process of construction upon stomach, nausea, debilitating head- will, property, rights, franchises, con- them.
ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Certificate of Stockholders'
slavery notably in the case of the the unsuspecting pedestrians below. aches, dizziness or intestinal griping. tracts and assets of every manner and
for years, and says she always recomTo determine from time to time,
of The San Miguel Sheep and
Ity
liabilities
and
the
of
perkind,
any
white slave trade, it has remained for The latest and most spectacular of a This will all go, and, besides, there
mends it to her friends. "It never
if
under
what
Cattle
and,
whether,
allowed,
Company
fails to cure our coughs and colds and
the discovery of what is believed to long list of such accidents has finally will be no' sour food left over in the son, Arm .association or corporation, conditions
of
New
and
Mexico.
State
of
Office
the
the prevents croup. We have five chilregulations
be a "blind beggar slavery" to top aroused public feeling sufficiently to stomacti to poison your breath with either wholly or in part, and pay for
and books of the corpora- State Corporation Commission.
dren and always give them Foley's
the same in cash, stocks or bonds,
the list of strange emthods of making indicate that something is likely to nauseous odors.
tion shall be opened to inspection of
is hereby Certified that the an- Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
It
of
or
otherwise.
the
occorporation,
of
others. be done. In this accident, which'
money through the labor
and they are all soon well. We would
Pape's Diapepsin Is a certain cure
Enter into, make, perform and car the stockholders, and the stockholders nexed is a full, true and complete not be without it In our house." O.
The belief that such a slavery exists, curred as thousands were hurrying for
stomachs, because It
in
this
are
and
shall
of
Stockof
Certificate
the
rights
respect
transcript
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
under which the pleadings of unfor- home from offices, in the congested takes hold of your food and digests it ry out contracts, of every kind, aria be
restricted or limited accordingly, holders'
of The
San
tunate beggars are used to swell the downtown district, a workman on the just the same as if your stomach of any lawful purpose, with any perand no stockholder shall have any Miguel' Sheep and Cattle Company
son, firm, association, or corporation.
floor of the new munici- wasn't there.
pocketbooks of persons who use them thirty-sixt- h
to inspect any account or book (No. 7313) with the endorsements
right
If you knew ot the real value of
Issue bonds, debentures or obligaas a source of income has been pal building was crushed to death by
Relief In five minutes from all
or document of the corporaation, ex- thereon, as same appears on file and Chamberlain's Liniment for lame
tion
of
at
the
and
the
opman
a
corporation,
a huge granite block partially releas- stomach misery is waiting for you
brought about by the arrest of
back, soreness of the muscles, sprains
tion of the corporation, to secure the cept as conferred by statute or au- of record in the office of the State and
who it is alleged has beeil profiting ed by the breaking of a derrick arm, at. any drug store.
rheumatic pains, you would never
thorized
the
board
Commission.
t
or
directors,
Corporation
by
wish to be without it For sale by
These large fifty cent cases contain same by mortgage, pledge, deed of
by the contributions of the public to Had the mass fallen to the pavement
a
of
resolution
stockholders.
chalrthe
In
by
the
Whereof,
Testimony
all
dealers.
a blind beggar, now said to be under It might have caused a dozen deaths, more than sufficient to thoroughly trust or otherwise.
Acquire, hold, use, sell, assign lease,
his control. According to the story It has frequently been suggested that cure almost ahy case of dyspepsia, inthis man kept the blind beggar at his the sidewalks adjacent to buildings in digestion or any other stomach disor grant licenses In respect of, mortgage
or otherwise dispose of letters pathome, selecting each morning the the course of erection be roofed over. der.
ent of the United States, or any forwas
to
he
which
course
of
would
at
This
beg,
protec
taking
provide
place
eign country, patent, patent rights,!
bis savings at night, and then detain- tion against smaller missiles but
CONFERENCE OF EXPORTERS.
licenses and privileges, inventions, imNew York, Sept. 20. At the third provements and processed, trade-mark-s
annual convention of- the American and trade names, relating to or use
Manufacturers' Export association, ful In connection with any business
which, held its opening sessions today of the corporation.
mma
m
MM
mm
Hold purchase or otherwise acquire,
at the Hotel Astor in this city, plans
by which the American manufacturer sell, assign,, transfer, mortgage, pledge
and exporter will reap his full share or otherwise dispose of shares of the
Duff y' Pure Malt Whiskey of the benefits of the trade expansion capital stock and bonds, debentures
is used in Mr. Agor's home that is exptcted to follow the opening or other evidences of indebtedness
as the family medicine. He of the Panama canal will be discussed created by other corporation or corhas used itmost successfully by men whose position in public af- porations, and while the holder therefairs and the world of industry well of, exercise all the rights and privilfor bowel troubles, nervousqualifies them to speak on the sub- eges of ownership, including the right
ness and colds.
ject. William P. Dodge, the Ameri- to vote thereon.
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
It should be in every family can minister to Panama, will present Purchase, hold and
the
Cashares of its capital stock. Its bonds
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
medicine chest the very a paper on "The Progress of the
aBd other securities.
best for emergencies. Used nal and the Consequent Development
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
Remunerate any person or corporaJames A. Far.
of American Trade."
statements.
for over half a century.
rell, president of.tne United States tion for service rendered or to be ren
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
In his, letter he says: "I have Steel corporation, will tell of "Ship- dered, in placing or assisting to place
used Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
under-wrltnor
American
or
the
He
conditions
believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
guaranteeing
Against
placing
ping
in my family for the last eight Trade with South America."
of any of the shares of stock
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
years. It is certainly a wonderful
Other speakers and their topics in- of the corporation, or in or ' about
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
remedy for colds, bowel trouble and clude the following: B. De Gama, the the formation or promotion of he
good secure repeat orders.
nervousness. We take it as an
or in the conduct of its busiBrazilian ambassador, on "Closer
household remedy and feci Trade Relations Between. Our Two ness.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
sure it can't be beat." John Agor, Countries"; Congressman William
With a view to working and devel
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
R. F. D. No. 3, Hammondsport,
Sulzer, "Diplomatic and Consular Ser. opment of the properties of the cor
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, beJN. I.
MR. JOHN AGOR.
vice"; Hon. Curtis Guild, the Ameri- poration and to effectuate, directlj
m
cause, however much confidence the dealer 'or manufacturer
mm
'mm
or
"Possibilitm
can ambassador to Russia,
Indirectly, its objects and purpos.
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
ties of Extending American Trade es, or any of them, the corporation
With Russia"; William E Peck, presi- may, in the discretion of the directors,
money in telling others of their goodness.
American Exporters' and from time to time, carry on any othel
is an absolutely pure distillation of clean, selected grain, carefully dent of the
It
to Buy
manufacturing of
Importers' association, on "Export lawful business,
malted and so processed as to remove, as far as possible, all injurious
to
in sny
extent
and
Houses."'
otherwise,
Commission
any
elements. It is manufactured for the. purpose of supplying the promanner not unlawful.
fession and public in general with a reliable tonic and stimulant, and
The corporation may conduct busi
without question is the purest and best. It, is a recognized specific to
Running up and down stairs, sweep- ness in the State of New Mexico and
in
beds
the
and
and
over
build
and
and
and
blood
making
muscle,
ing
bending
prevention
body
enrich the
will not make a woman healthy or elsewhere, including any of the states,
relief of coughs, colds, and stomach troubles it has no equal. It makes beautiful.
She must get out of doors territories, colonies or dependencies
the old feel young and keeps the young strong. and vigorous.
walk a mile or two every day and of the United States, the District of
Sold in SEALED BOTTLES ONLY by druggists, grocers and dealers, $i.oo
take Chamberlain's Tablets to imColumbia, and any and all foreign
medical booklet
a laree bottle. Our doctors will send you advice and illustrated
prove her digestion and regulate her
N.
Y.
countries, have one or more offices
bowels
or. request. The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester,
For sale by all dealers.
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Theater ushers In Boston have taken steps to organize a union.
(Incorporated)
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Could Not
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panies employ 40,000 persons.
Disfigured
M. M. PADGETT....
EDITOR
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Put Them in Water, Cuticura
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Soap and Ointment Cured,
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trouble began about
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;
100
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'
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more
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sion through the United States
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would follow the trouble
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were
who
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cup
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Saturday's
There are three thousand women
also itching and hurting.
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federals.
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My hands were disfigured
'
The rebels are reported to have at- on salaries which
at the time, and sore.
Daily, by Carrier:
contest, unusual interest had been
1325 and
at
begin
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The trouble Was very
Per Copy
aroused by. arguments between driv tacked the federals while the latter rise by $25 annual Additions to a
annoying, and disturbed my sleep. This
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and race officials as to the danger were gathering up the rebel wounded maximum of $550.
last February it was ever so much worse
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and trying to ascertain the rebel
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of laundering col than before. I did not do all my work on
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price
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Daily by Mall
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of "Love," and "Good Night, Dear, giving him an average of .875. In
winter.
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Msot of the Jokes sprung last were eight games he has taken part in
ico, returned lasti hight from a visit
of Bos- its first game next Wednesday with a player takes more than two steps
and the has also wem really
to
local
characters,
applied'
to bis home in Lf s Vegas AlbuquerWesleyan and on the same day Cor with the ball, his side must put the
audience, which packed the house, en ton's total victories.
que Journal.
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following
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num and son, wh have been visitors Las
Each captain may request that time
Princeton,
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Vegas.'
this
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left
summer,
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last
season,
D.
of
of
be
the
out
other
each
all
the
taken
thrice
and
leagues
big
Brown,
Dartmouth
nearly
Lee McCullough, LeRoy
half,
;durlng
afternoon for their home In St. kouis.
of Big Jack eastern colleges, both big and little, wtihout penalty. If time be asked
O. Blood,
Webb, Ray with the exception
J.
Toleman,
professor Van Orium Is an Instructor Robb, O. Barker, A. Behringer, E. Me- Coombs of the Athletics and Grovel will appear In regular scheduled con thereafter, the side will bo penalized,
THE "WHAT IS IT?
department of
Cleveiand Alexander of the Phillies, tests on the gridiron Following the unless a
in the engineering
player be removed.
loney, J. C Baker, Frank Turton, Leon
THE RINGTAIL OR
Washington univetsity.
of whom won 28 games In 1911. usual custom the season among the
No player on the side having the
Guy, Miss Lucy Clement, Miss- Sadie each
Miss Coombs, however, lost 12 and Alex western colleges will not begin until ball shall use his hands, arms or body
W. R. Scott, general manager of the Twtor , Mis Marie Clement,
SPIDER MONKEY
Southern Paclfid railroad,
Mabel Laird and Miss Edna Gerard ander 13, so their standing for the several weeks after the debut of the to push, pull or hold up the man carMUTT AND JEFF
through Las Vegas this afternoon in made up the personnel of the troupe. year was not nearly so good aa Wood's eastern teams.
rying the ball.
Wood
n Is now.
No. 10,
one
that
on
train
No
imagines
car
under
Berkeley
The
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runner
the
ward
was
pro
off opOnly
staged
may
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governing powers,
private
THE COMEDY
re- en route from his headquarters in
vided new rules for this year, rules ponents with his hands and arms. No
of Miss Maraguerite Cluxton, will not better his average In the
BABOONS
LOOKING
San Francisco to Denver and points assisted.bxJPJQfessor J. Baker. Miss maining thirty games of the season. In which are a pronounced
departure other player on the side may use
not
is
Wood
luck.
to
fair
short., with
east.
from the various sets which have been hands or arms save with army close
Cluxton played the accompaniment
JEFF LOOPS THE LOOP IN AN AUTOMOBILE
ail the songs and Is deserving of much unlikely to set a nev big league rec tried and found wanting in the past. to the body, to obstruct an opponent.
The new code points to more of a This Includes:
credit fecfta J?art she played in the ord this year.
Only one pitcher In either league rushing game and by the same token a
Grasping an opponent with hands or
IGOSEVELTi TO APPEAR success of the entertainment. Mrs.
as
game which will be more satisfactory arms; placing hands upon an opponCharles Kohn .;played the piano and finished the season last year with
as Wood has now. in producing more scoring. The sea- ent to
MisS.01uxwc the violin as accompani- good a percentage
push him away from a play;
0EF0KE THE COMMITTEE ment to Mr. Behringer's song.
That was Covington of Detroit, but as son, therefore, will be in a way exper- encircling any part of an opponent
Parents, come" along with the children; Study Monkey-doodleisrf- u,
imental, and the battles, especially with the arm; using the arms to lift
The glee club of the New Mexico he figured In only cighi
!
Teddy the Ape, and the other varie- -,
Normal University will be the princi- games the Detroit man cannot be fig- the early ones; will be watched with an opponent, in blocking.
OTHER
AND
as a rival.
MORGAN, PERKINS
additional interest.
ties of Jungietown monkeys will be exPlayers on the defense may use
pal attraction at the bazaar tonight. ured
FINANCIERS ARE TO
In 36 games this year Wood hat.
;
Mrs. Tillie Reed will appear In a
their hands and arms only to get at
hibited for your inspection at
I
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FOR THE SEASON

EYES

Truthfully Have They Been Designated by the Wise aa the "Windows
of tha Soul."

Breaking the

Eyes are the most certain revealers
criminal nature. Many an expert detective tells) a criminal by just
ane glance not at him, but from him.
The criminal eye varies greatly in setting, but not so muob. in color.
Sometimes It Is deeply placed In the
head, as it It tries to hide, fearing the
result of Its own Involuntary revela-:lon-

News

it the

HRS. R. FLINT, Prep

;

TOLD

( Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
I
ast Las Vegas, N. M.

,

question.
"It depends; of course, on how big
a house you want to build and how
deep your purse la," he said at length.
"Are you thinking of building a

men-3acit-

house?"
"I've beet thinking about how much
It costs," Bobby said. "And I wonder-

a

PETER

H. C. YOUNG

LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
BRING MEMORY OF THE PAST
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle ano
Humanity Inspired by Songs of Bird
iGet-erRepair loo,
and Noises of the Cricket and
S20-6tStreet
E. Las Vegas
the Katydid.
al

h

Country Life in America says a
sarefully trained ear and mind are
Indispensable to enable one to detect
md to discriminate readily from the
Seneral insect medley any particular

sigh 0.ra in Tina
HERMAN

N.

species of musician.
Ave
As with birds and their songs, much
429
)f the charm and pleasure to be got
:en from insect music depends on the
motional coloring associated with iL
tVe are enraptured with the notes of
:he pewee In spring, or the earliest
piping of the frogs, not because these
NEWLY REMODELED
sounds in themselves possess any
Private Baths and Lavatories,
sweetness, but because they
Stea.a Heat Private Telephones recall endearing memories of many
lappy, hopeful springtimes. They are
Rates $2.50 per day and up
Uways the harbingers of another ver-laAMERICAN PLAN
season.
Their plaintive notes
Special Hates by Week or Month idd to our minds an emotional warmth
ind sunshine.
They awaken for us
in inner, subjective, springtime.
In a similar way the crickets and
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
tatydids gladden and Inspire us with
:helr music in proportion as their
Of Ebenezer Barber, Deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of San lotes have become associated in our
ntnds with the emotional coloring ot
Miguel.
memories.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County past
t,ofSanJWiguel, N. M.
Life's Turning Points.
To All Whom It May Concern, GreetIt is impossible to make a distlno-ioing:
between the course of our lives
You are hereby notified that the md the course of our
thoughts. But
3th day ot October A. D. 1912, has Kth are subject to change, siidden
keen fixed, by the Honorable Probate md unexpected.
There are turning
Court, in and for the County and joints in our characters no leBS than
are
State aforesaid, as the day to prove n our career, and often the two
related that they cannot
the last will and testament of said 10 closely
worth
)e consfdered apart. It is
Ebeneaer Barber, deceased.
back to
ivhlle sometimes to trace
In testimony whereof, I have here- heir source our ideas and impres-lionour new lines of thought. So
unto set my hand and affixed the
seal of the Probate Court this 3rd nuch we owe to training, so much to
sleeted study and chosen companionday of September A.- D. 1912.
ing, so much to the lessons and exLORENZO DELGADO,
periences of the life we are leading.
Clerk of the Probate Court. But if you glance back you may see
l
hat what has most deeply moved you,
vhat has most sharply deflected your
.NOTICE TO ALL WHOM IT MAY ivay of regarding life, was something
sntirely ualooked for. Anna Wood- ,
CONCERN.
sard.
Notice is hereby given to all whom
"it may concern, that, the . under-signeKnew His Name-Pa-t,
was on the third day of Sea
was being summoned for
who
r
1912, appointed
tember A.-hard to put all
and executor of the estate leatlng his wife, tried
and
:he blame upon his mother-in-law- ,
of Ebenezer Barber, deceased.
uras chlded by the bench for hla lack
claims
All persons having
against f gallantry.
the Bald estate must present them "Why should it always be the fash-o- n
for a man to malign his mother-n-law?within the time prescribed by law.
the magistrate remarked.
BYRON T. MILLS,
Administrator. I Is chivalry quite dead among us?
knew a man once who never spoke
in unkind word to his mother-in-la$80,000,000.00 lost Annually by Wage lever blamed her In the least for his
Earners
with his wife, and never had
that about juarrels
Dr. Sadler estimates
.he bad taste to complain about her
t8O.00CO00.O0 in wages is lost annual :o other
people."
ly to the American people as a direct
as he
Pat stared
result of colds. Lost time means lost listened to the recital of the domestic
is expensive.
wages and doctoring
virtues. .Then he said:
17h Foley's Honey and Tar Compound paragon's
"Oh, yes, I've heard of that fellow
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
name was Adam."
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed jefore. His
O.
G.
and
Red
Schafer
passages.
air
Cross Drug Co.
, Thoughts to Live Up To.
No
trouble dies so soon as one that
The implicit confidence that many :s
borne. Seeker.
patiently
people have in Chamberlain's Colic, Love should be absolute love, faith
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy li Is in fullness or
naught!
Browning.
founded on their experience In the
Wondrous is the strength of cheer
use of that remery and their knowpast calculation its
ledge of the many remarkable cures fulness; ofaltogether
Carlisle.
endurance.
t colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that powers
A word Is dead
it aa effected. For sale by all dealWhen It is said.
ers.
Some say.
I say It Just
Begins to live
i
"CORAu,
That day.
Every right action and true thought
sets the seal of its beauty on person
and face; every wrong action and foul
ms is
1
1 i ; f
1
Ihought its seal of distortion. Rue-tin-.
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and
ed, There'B so many winders
doors and things. Of course, parlot
winders cost more'n cellar winders,
'cause they're made of better glass.
Now, Jimmy, he says some parloi
winders cost $2, but then Jimmy always puts prices up awful high. Gee,
I wlsht it wouldn't rain such a lot.
We don't hardly get outdoors any."
"It's rather hard on baseball and
picnics, isn't it?"
"Well, we ain't had any plans for
our
picnics yet, hardly. Billy Bay
room at school oughter get up one,
but he begins talking picnics Boon's
Christmas is Over. Nellie Foster's had
one all thought out long ago, but it
ain't fair to get up one that way.
"I ain't in a awful hurry for any
picnics long's it's so wet. It's baseball
that I'm looking for. I'd like to know
how anybody could run in all the
mud, less'n' he was a fish. It was
baseball started me thinking about
houses an' things like that."
"I suppose your idea was to build
a grandstand to protect the baseball
fans. Is that It?" asked the father.
"N-nexactly," Bobby acknowledged. "You see, we don't get any
fans 'cept fellers that don't want to
sit down. They get so excited they
Just Jump up and down, an' run all
around. Jimmy he's a swell player
this year. We was playing yesterday
and this morning before it started in
to rain In the same dinged old way."
"Hold on! That's no way to talk."
"Why, 'dinged' isn't bad. You Just
oughter hear that feller from over on
Aunt Mary's street. Gee, that's going
some, the way he talks."
"I don't like that sort of boy, myself."
"Oh, well, he ain't so bad," Bobby
gald, hastily. "He don't say 'em, you
know. He Just knows 'em and keeps
still. Only he told some words to us
fellers wunst and they're worse than
'dinged.- - He's a swell player, only he
gets sore when the fellers butt in.
You see, the fellers get so excited
they pick up the ball and throw it in
when they ain't on the team at all,
and it makes him awful sore. I don t
blame him, do you?"
"No, I should think not. They have
no business to touch the ball."
"Well, he made me crazy talking
about houses. It was him started me
and Jimmy talking and he said houses
often cost more'n a thousand dollars.
He said you divide up a thousand dollars into winders and doors and you'd
find a door cost a heap. He said there
was about twenty winders in this
house. Is there?"
"I don't think I ever counted them.
You might count them some day. Just
for fun."
"Well, anyhow, he said he could
count 'em from where he was and he
bet each winder upstairs cost $4 and
a cellar winder cost at least $2.
ain't ever heard anything so foolish,
Have you?"
"It was perhaps a rather high estr
mate. Some day when we are over at
the glazier's we might ask him Just
out of curiosity how much one of our
windows cost. A cellar window, fox

Instance."
"I thought maybe we might go over
that way this evening If it stopped
talnlng," Bobby said hopefully.. "You
ain't had a lot of walking today, have
you?"

"Not a great deal."
"Billy says burglars always get in
through cellar winders. Do' they?"
"Not any oftener than through other
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cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to Una. LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy less space than two
xx KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rs
line. All advertls mftntt charged
coacUvs) wee
will be booked at space actually set, 5.,
day In each mmnCk at Mar
Lulu You were engaged to that fel without
regard to number of words. aouio Temple at 7:80 p. m. C. D.
low over there last year, weren't you? Cash In
Re
advance
Boucher. 8. C; Chut. Ttjame,
preferred.
Anna Yea; and if he hadn't made
corder.
fool of himself and tried to renew
the acquaintance last winter, he could
be engaged to me again this summer.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. I. ROYAL
PUNISHMENT

TORY
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001

m.

com-

1.
NO.
LODGE
PYTHIAS Meets
rs
very Monday
ning In Castle Hal)
Visiting Knights arv
lnvlte4
cordially
Chan. K. Liebsc
nler. Cha o e e o
Commaoder.
Harry
Martin. Keeper
Records and Seal
1 1
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Five

Meets, second aid
fourth Tu sday evening of each
month Elk Home on Ninth street
and Dougl avenue. Visiting broth-erg are co ially invited. P. D. Mc- Elroy, Exal d Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

B. P. O. ELK S

MAtON
BAgslar eonvoc
tiom ftrst Koaaay w eacn
carat's. (A Haaonla Tempi, lit T;9 v. m. H. B.
WilHams, H. P.: F. O.
Geo.
Blood, Secretary.

rrORNEYS
HUNGER A HUNKER
H.- -

nunkt

Chester A. Hank
Atto eys st Lsw.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN t.
Laa Vegas.
Vw MartRANtFORD CHAPTER NO.
O, E.
irst 4 Usird Fridays In
Maso&ts Terns!. Krs. T. B. Bowen,
TIME CMO
Wortfejr Hatroa; Jams O. JUtledgs
WANTED To .rent, a modern fur
Worthy Patros; Hrg. Georta Trips,
E ST ROUND
nished 5 room cottage. Call Main
Secretary. Fhon Mala m, 130 Arrive

V

t

Wind

anted

Graad

'

291.

avn.

WANTED Pupils to learn Spanish. FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
Apply Hotel La Pension.
iv Meets avery Monday night at
O. R. C. EaJL on feo&claa
srenue, at
o'clock.
Vte&fng saembcri ars
n. otkHsr
ordially welsoaa
president; X T. Bonier, secretarr:
FOR SALE BOO tons first class alfal
C. H. Etlly, treaaarer.
fa with free pens to feed sheep,
spring water, 1 miles railroad sta- MODERN WOODMEN OF
Summer Girl What do you think
AMERIC'
tion; beet tops and pulp available.
you deserve for kissing me like that!
Meet In the forest of brotherl
Youth Well, say you might marry
Edwin B, Haver, Pueblo, Colo.
love at Woodmen of the Worl
'
me! '
hall, on th second and fourth Fr
'OR SALE New bran. P. Tram,
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
Mey, Roller mills, 1215 Mora Ave.
INTERESTED IN HIM
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VU:
ing neighbors are especially
FOR SALE One house and lot; one
com and cordially Invited.
house and two lots. A Bnap for
cash. Must sell this month
See . E.
ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545.
Cutler Brothers.
I. O. of- B. B. Meets
every first
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
FOR SALE 160 acres Improved farm
rooms of Temjrie Monteflore at t
30 miles east of Las Vegas, new huse,
o'clock p. m. risJana brothers are
barn, fenced. Easy terms. Dr. EckeordiUly ' Invited
Isaac Appel
ert, Century Building, St Louis, Ma
President; Charlies Greeaclay, Secretary.
FOR SALE Gentle riding or driving
horse for sale at a bargain. Call
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNO'i
at 1026 Fifth street
.NO. 804. Meets second and forv
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pion
FOR SALE CHEAP Two pieces of
building. Vislung members are o
property, corner Third and Colunv
dlally invied.
Peter Emenakei, Q,
bla. Call at 902 Third street.
K., Richard Devlne, P. g
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V. A. Smith! Brldgeton, Ind., had
kidney trouble br years, and was so
crippled with rheumatism he could
not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kflney Pills, and says:
"I began to nl beter at once, and
now all my. tr&hble has left me and
I do. not feel that I ever had rheumatism. I rest fell all night and tho'
59 years old, c in now do the work
of a man of 35 years. I would like
to- be the means of others getting benefit from Foley ladney Pills." Refuse
snbstltutes. O. b. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

I

;

-

A

For flout

Natica You aren't thinking of mar
rying Reggy, are you?
Evelyn Of course I am. Hasn t FOR RENT Furnished room. 712
he a future?
Fifth. Inquire between 11 and 12
Natica Yes, to be sure. But why
a. m.
Jeopardize it?

I.

ill

Home.

so

sheeplst

Versus Church.

dealers.

An article that has real merit should
in time become ptpnlar. That such is
the Case With CrfunVhm-Tnln'- a
nniurh
Remedy has bee attested by many
dealers. Here ia one of them. H.
W. Hendrickson, Ohio Falls,
Ind.,
writes. "Chamherlaln'o l"Viii rri T Om
Is
the best fcf coughs, colds and
edy
croup, and is in best seller."
For
sale by all dealers.

RETAIL PRICES

--

Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, electric lights
baths, etc. Excellent location, 918
Eighth street

FOR RENT

MC

MSi

lb, or
(fee.

C53 ISm.
M.fcbe.

More, Eaoh Delivery

te

Its lbs.
lbs.

the

....

1B

Iks.

m

Harvesteirs, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
Purity
and Lasting: Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vesras
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue

WE TEACH you a trade In a few
months' time; no icxpense but your
work.
automobiles,
Electricity,
plumbing, bricklaying. .100 satisfied workmen today; 40 Jobs going.
United
Trade
Catalogue free.
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.
TI

Each Delivery
Each Delivery

tc per

I60 per 1N lbs.
Mc per
Is.
4tc per 1N Ike.
We per 1N Iks

AGUA PURAICOHPAiNY

UP

Tne Otttlc print

...

to XM9 fee. Each Delivery .
U 1.GM !b Eaet. Delivery

Leas Than M

Team of horses with
harness. Owner can have same by
paying for this ad. and trouble
ThornhlH's Ranch.

TAKEN
looks

lic, Cholera and (Diarrhoea
Remedy.
The remarkable t;ures of colic and
diarrhoea which
has effected in almost every nelgblorhood have given
It a wide reputatfcn. For sale by all

'

ZJiscslIatsgous
Wlgson

Few. If any. Medicines, have met
with the uniform 'suc'iess that has attended the! use of Chamberlain's Co

Antolne Delorlal postmaster at Garden, Mich., knows the exact
facts
when he speaks f the curative va- lue
of Foley KIdntey Pills. He says:
O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
"From my own experience I recom
1. Meets
every Monday evening si mend Foley
KIdndy Pills, as a great
their hail on Sixth street All visit remedy for kldnei
trouble. My fath
to brethren cordially Invited to at ers was cured of kidney disease and
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.: a good many of fiyl neighbors were
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood cured by Foley HI dney Pflls. O. S.
Schaefer and Redj Cross Drug Co.

Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer
Strictly modern home;
C. V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
ideal location; elegantly furnished;
no sick people. See Cutler Broth
ers.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tnee
day evenings each month, at Wood
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house
man halt Visiting Brothers eo
keeping rooms at 1030 Fifth street
dlally Invited to attend. A. II
Adler. President; E. C, Ward, Set
FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
retary.
choice rooms in the New Elks
FOR RENT

NATURALLY

.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

o-

1

y

g

t,

Secretary.

In a strong article in Suburban Life
Magazine, Margaret Woodward raps
woman and shows how
the present-dathe ancient and honorable calling of
is being neglected by the
modern woman. As an example she
cites the following: "Across the street
a new family has moved in, consisting
Of father, mother and several small
children. These children are allowed
to amuse themselves by eommltting
acts of lawlessness in adjoining yard
When visited by an irate neighbor,
whose lawn had received a donation of
Thought He Had Qualified.
"Aren't you the boy who tin cans and other abominations, tl
Merchant
was in here a week ago?" Applicant
mother admitted- she did not know
"Yes, sir." Merchant "I thought so. what her children were doing. When
asked why she did not look after them
Mrs. De Style Is she fond of he
And didn't I tell you then that I wanted an older boy?" Applicant "Yes, she offered as an excuse church du baby? '
Mrs. Smith-Jone- s
Fancy, yes. Whj
fir; that's why I'm here now." Bos- ties, which were so arduous as to leave
her no time."
ton Transcript
she's almost like a mother to it
home-makin-

NO

M.

A.

N. O. Herman, W.

ARCH

DINNERS
VAYS HANDLED

REGU

SOCIETY D

COLUMN
RATES

D

CAFF

AND

T

A

BEST GOOD9 OBTAI NABLE

CHAPMAN LOOCE

s

UB

A

SHORT ORDERS AN

WANT

Dix No wonder.
He's raising mut
act himself into serlous,trouble."
"No, sir. That's the nice part about tonchop whiskers.
"It was
It," Bobby said cheerfully.
ur window. It went through, just as
IN SOCIETY'S REALM.
easy, this morning."
"Our window? Did the boy feel sor
ry? I suppose he offered to pay?"
"I'm- - well, I'm offering now," Bobby
stammered. "It was me." Chicago

Dally News.

LOBBY REST

TQE

THE?

,.?p

"'V

windows."
"Once would be often for me," Bobby sighed. "Balls go through, winders
awful often, I think."
Hlx
"So a ball went through one, did it?
I hope It wasn't where the boy would lately.

-

ID)

ya

house?"
His father lail down the newspapei
he was reading and considered the

s.

20, 1912.

1

"Papa," began Bobby, after dinner,
does it coat very much to build a

Sometimes It Is bulgy, protrusive like a frog'B and heavy-liddeSuch eyes. In connection with
some
Dther signs, denote treachery,
and general cruelty.
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
0f the criminal eye there are many
M BIEHL, PropUtor
remarkable anecdotes. The murderer
Franceconi had little about him . to
416 Grand Ave
Indicate the criminal. To most people
tie rendered himself companionable by
Phone Main 447
facetiousness and easiness of manners.
'Battery Charging Station
Years before his crime a young girl
Automobiles or Hire
afterwards the Countess dell Roc-:and
who had never left home,
recoiled
lacked experience of life,
from him violently when introduced,
md refused to endure his1 presence.
P. MACKEL
When questioned why she behaved
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
thus, she answered: "If that man has
aot already murdered people, he will
Hardwood Finishing. Paper Hanging
Jo so." The girlish prophecy
very
x
and Dialing.
soon came true, and when the scient
Estimates Cheerfully Glvn.
ist LombroBo inquired by what Blgn
West Side Plaza . . . .Old Town ihe had foretold his character, she replied: "The eyes; I saw him in hiB
syes."

Automobile, Carriage &

J'
i)?

I

(

FOLEY'S
HONEY md TAR
COMPOUND
For over three decades a favprite
household medicine forCOUGrib.
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable.'' The Bee Hive on the
carton it the mark of the genuine.
Refuse sustitutes.
O. G.

Schaefer

Red Cross Drug Co.

Classified ads. search out thefpeople to whom
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular

amon al
thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST
to lome-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper wan
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
of any
ort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buysrs of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders
of the

best markets!

1

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

20, 1912.

s

mi Detective

Salesmaiii

The Optk .Is

a-

Salesman

Have you any article, large or small, of which you wish to dispose? An
advertisement in the classified section will sell it for you.

merchant and wish to let the public know you have desirable
merchandise, a display advertisement in The Optic will fill your store with
customers.
If you are a

,

Till

"

Opt k Is a Detective

Have you lost something?
for you.

A

notice in the classified column will find it

Have you found something of apparent value?
will bring the owner to your door.

The Optic's classified ads

Though it is a first class class salesman and a first class detective, The
Optic does not charge the high fees demanded by such professions.
Advertising rates are reasonable. Investigate and be convinced! that all
these statements are true.
-

Comiipay
Optie PiiiMlslitag
.!';'
'

,

"V

:

I

Is

l!

20, 1912.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
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The llll September
SACRIFICE SALE

UM D03ATS
J.

D. V. VEECER

.

STILL ON BIGGER AND
TER THAN EVER.

IS

See Van Petten for Insurance.
DOUBTLESS, THEY HAD LEARNE0
,
THAT GENTLEMAN WA3
In, at '
BILLED TOSPEAK.
s

For sale Fresh oysters, just
the Blsmark.

;ontemler the zlst..

street theater tonight

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at tha Opera Bar.

Our store will be closed during

coma colored pictures. Bridge
street theater tonight. Ten cents.

Fall

tail. Union
Suits and Two Piece (ia nents in all

I

',

I

WhitcSat Brand
,

)

))
(j

.

the cacii cnosin

as

Xt"

One-fift-

t!Uluuuill!J
iOc PER

-.-

II

cl

t

!

50C PER" DASKET.,

STEARNS

GROCER

1.

i

.

Owing to the numerous other attractions in the ctiy last evening, It
was necessary to postpone the meeting of the members of the Senior
class of the T. M. C. A. It is probable
that the young men will get together
.'.,'
Monday night.
i

FANCY TABLE GRAPE

. ,11.

side.

Owing to the fact that it has been
found necessary: to make some changes la the specifications for the three'
hew county bridges to be located at
Villanueva, Azul and Pecos, the board
of county (oommisisioners
will not
open bids for the erection of these
structures until September 30, one
week later than had been advertised.
A monkey carnival will be staged at
the Browne motion picture theater tonight In connection with the regular
program. In the collection of animals
are specimens from many countries
of the torrid zone. The great Phenses
and the Madagascar "monks" are
In. the number.
'These comical little
beasts will put on several clever
stunts. "Mutt and Jeff, "Teddy, the
Ape," the comedians of the troupe, are
billed as headliners. "Jeff" will loop
the loop In an automobile and other
exciting stunts will be staged.' One of
this collection of monkeys Is none oth-

er than the bloodthirsty beast that
broke loose and pulled a gun on a
crowd of men In the southern part ot
the state a short time ago, standing
them off for some time.

SEE! This fiijie Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND

EMPRESS Flour

$3.90
CASH

REGULAR RETAIL VALUC SlSl.OQ
nd on
We ptirehased Bnveral carloads of this beatitlfnl dlnrixr-warlargs
purchase enalilod the manufacturer to Kive as an exclusive desiKa
nd s very low price. We are charging part of the cost to "advertising
or the
cost
actual
of
the
a
and only ask yon to pay percentage
expense,"
set. It Is of a beautiful "Cosmos" desinn and cannot be duplicated In
tu in any retail cbiua store. It ia guaranteed by both
nallty for less than
and ourselves.
the manufacturer
nve
There la a coupon in every sack of tARABBB'8 FlonR' Send ns
we will
coupons and W.uo in cash, draf t, postal or express money order, and and
reend yon one of these beautiful sets by frefclit. Ailiiress coupons
mittance to The China Department ot the Larnbeo Flour Mills Company,
address
name
Be"
and
sure
to
write
plainly.
Kansas.
your
auKhlnson,
The coupons in LARABKB'S Flour are also (rood for Rogers Bilyerwar
end other valuable premiums Ask ior Uosorlptive circular.

,

y
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
flour that makes , Baking a Delijht

ALL GROCERS
Tfv a Sack.YjaMril Like it.

Your Shirt

Is Laundered
by our hew "pressing; system''

it has the same attractive appearance that it has hen
new. Our process gives the
shirt the proper stiffness without that harsh, board-like

effect.

And, 'owing to the fact that
there is no friction used to
iron your garments, by this
method, there is positively
no opportunity for unnecessary wear.
Our "press ironers" make
your linens fit and look better and wear better,
TRY OUR WORK

At

Rome of tha Best of Ey erytbing Eatable

Fresh Every Day
Ba.kery Goods. The Best in the City
Drea.d, Rolls. Cookies, Pies, Ca.kes
Doughnuts, Fried Cakes and

namon

Phoae Main St

67 Dougla$ Are

McDonald's

removal

county.
volun-

DAMRO

niOHS

d

&

FLORISTS

n

4

Judge David J. Leahy this morning
granted the petition of H. J. Thomp-kin- s
for release on a writ of habeas
was released.
Thompkins
corpus.
John Smith, colored, was denied a
similar application. His bond was set
at $1,000, which he probably will give.
Thompkins and Smith were conductor and porter, respectively, of Santa
Fe passenger train No. 1, west bound,
on September 2. At Fulton a man
named Apolonio Martinez was run
over by the train and received injuries which caused his death. Martinez
accused Thompkins
and Smith of
pushing him off the train upon which
he was a passenger. The men had
a hearing last week before Justice
Felipe Baca y Garcia and were bound
over to the grand jury under $1,000
bond. This morning Judge Leahy reviewed the evidence given at the former hearing. This showed that Smith
was on or near the car platform, from
which Martinez fell, at the time of
the accident. Thompkins and Smith
are both residents of Albuquerque.

Gem.

A

Zfflt BLAST

A.N
C

Combinestmore salent

fea-

tures thai any heater on
TOE MArIeT.
Let us d raonstrate

it

E

YOU buy.

c

We can

sae you money

a SECOND

)'

J.

G.

HAND

ON

stove.

JobDsen '& Son

The Fire Side Gem
Hot Blast

aal

--

It

I

ill

1

I

TKE SUFERIC7.ITY CF "CLD

lf

AOAin

C.ESTEAD"

FLOUR

Trade demands this flour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."
Our sales increase, daily by SUCH acknowledgment of
its superiority and selling qualities.
,

'ft

.

OrderJ'Old Homestead'' from your grocer or merchant'

CHARLIES ILFELD CO.
The Best in The City

Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas,and Albuquerque

Bread, Rolls,

-

Jefferson Raynolds President
Hal.'ett Raynoids Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Reynolds Vice President
Steptieq 8. Divis Vice Presllent .

Cco!ies, Pies, Gdlcs,
Dooghniiis,

mi

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

mm Rolls
BOUCHER
121

for STOVE CO-

NSIDERATE. The Fire side

y

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

,

W W

JPSSW1

v's ItlfessiKaslil

ONE MEMBER OF ACCUSED TRAIN
CREW. IS OIVEN HABEAS
CORPUS WRIT.

75c PER DOZEN

SEEDSMEN

Z.

It is lin

BAKERY GOODS
WORLD'S CHAMPION FIGHTERS.
Tonight at the Bridge street theater
you will see all the world's Champions
from Jeffries and Fitzsimmons to
Johnson and Flynn, Sharkey, Kid McCoy, Gans and Nelson. Rounds from
all fights. Do not miss this. You see
Johnson in his first fight and bis
fight with Burns In Australia. You
same tac
see he uses practically
tics as in the Flynn battle, only he
New
shows up in better condition,
Comai colored comedy pictures wilfl
also be shown; the best motion pictures ever shown in Las Vegas tonight at Bridge street theater.

mvm oraori &son

.

the ideal undergarment ;or men. Try
this suit and you will ne r go back to
s union suit
j two piece suit or old stj

71

SMITH HELD TO TRIAL

Those Fine Large Fluffy Asters

SOI Sink Stmt

e

RELEASED;

teering of Mr. Veeder to run the party In this county the
leader has destroyed whatever hope
his party might have had to present
an unbroken and united front during
the election in November. But Mr.
Veeder, as has been stated before, Is
always willing to volunteer even It
his services are notcared for. Rumor
has it that the democrats of the county are planning to overthrow this
boss before the campaign
grows hot, realizing that they must
get rid of Mr. Veeder if they would
accomplish anything worth while.
The meeting last night was for the
purpose of establishing a county
democratic club. After some discusAll fun pictures at the Bridge
sion it was decided to take no defistreet
theater tonight.
be
learned
could
until
it
action
nite
whether the progressives if there are
Meadow City camp, Royal Neighany In the county organize for the
bors of America, will hold its regular
campaign.
meeting tonight at W. O. W. hall. All
members are requested o be present.
J. Hilario Montoya yesterday was
placed by Sheriff Roman Gallegoa in
Good music. Bridge street theater
possession of a tract of land upon tonight. Go
early.
of
an
order
the Sapello river, upon
the district court. The land consists
of 250 varas.
recently
Montoya
brought suit to secure possession of
the land, which, he alleged, Is his
FRESH EVERY DAY
property. Jose Maria Gomez has been
residing upon the land for some time.
He was ousted yesterday by the

These are the flower of the season

CO. STORE

m

smooth, el. sue, no seam
- and closed like a
pair of
drawers. Perfect con emence and
comfort without a sin te objection

from

the board of trustees of the New Mex
ico HosDltal for the Insane of two
loyal democrats and efficient officials
C. C. Robblns and William E. Gortner.
Why did Mr. Veeder advise the governor to get rid of these men? Be
cause Mr. Veeder knew they would
not accept dictation from him and he
would be unable to dominate the appointment of a successor to Dr. H. Si
Smith, superintendent of the instltu.
tion. Mr. Veeder, it is stated, has
offered the governor other advice,
which has been accepted against the
counsel of better democrats and has
resulted in the loss ot numerous
friends for the governor, and has
created strife and lack of harmony n
the democratic party in San Miguel

It appears that through the

Br

MJ

ROSENTHAL

Fried Calces

Cin-

(Lolls

IE..GMAF&

Las Vedas Steam
Laundry

Governor

II

h

H6e

mu--i

Un?:nSmt

-

i

.....

Redly.Comfortoble

M. A. Sancheas

to 9 o'clock.

M

A

iitULQ..

j

We a e exclusive

Weights and Colors
agents, for''

San Miguel county proved unworthy
Brass beds, 2 Inch posts,
has applied for $4 of the name unterrified.
oneof
the $18 kind, like above $10.03
with
cut
loose
Veeder
Mr.
as bounty on two coyotes killed by
usual
his
philliplcs $1.95 for $2.50 iron beds,
vituperative
him recently near Sanchez.
against the republican administration $3.85 for the $5.00 metal couches with
drop sides.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged of the county and nation. Some of
In the wood. Direct from distillery his remarks, especially those in re- $2.75 for $3.50 cotton top mattresses.
to you. At the Lobby, of course
gard to county officials, were particu- $1.85 for wool cot mattresses.
larly caustic. They brought forth ,u-tl-e $4.85 for all cotton mattresses, faicy
tick, imperial edge, $6.50 value.
White Kitchen.
Hom.i cooking.
applause.
75c printed linoleum, sq. yd. ..... . 60c
The fact is that Mr, Veeder,
Cleanliness, , Good service. Meals
25c. Special dinners Sunday. No
boss of the San Miguel 85c printed (linoleum, s(j, yd. '. ..70c
. .95c
tra charge.
county democracy, In Bpite of his in- $1.25 granite Inlaid, sq. yd.;
fluence with Governor McDonald an $1.45 inlaid linoleum, sq." yd. .. $1.25
$1.35
The board of directors of the
influence by the way which is not $1.60 inlaid linoleum, sq. ya.
MASON'S BEST JARS.
Business Men's association win making Mr. McDonald any friends in
meet Monday night in the rooms o this part of the state is not any too Pints 80c, quarts 90c, half gallons
the Commercial club.
$1.20 a dozen.
popular with his fellow democrat,
Mr. Veeder's plans have been work Jelly glasses, with tops, 40c a dozen,
off on all blankets, owing to
Painters and repairers are at work ing beautifully for Mr. Veeder, but
an overstock of s.me.
upon the court house tower. They are the democrats do not appear to be as
perched upon scaffolding at a dizzy well pleased with Mr. Veeder as that
height from the ground and are the gentleman Is satisfied with himself.
Mr. Veeder has received credit for
object of much interest upon the jjest
Opposite the V. M. C. A.

the day and will be open from 6

l denvear

and-Wint- er

Is now'comVfc&'ln every

The meeting ot the democrats of
Greater Las Vegas, held last nignt
in the city hall, was addressed, by
John D, W. Veeder. Evidently the report that1 Mr. Veeder was to speak
gained circulation among the faithful,
for very few of them, showed up. For
once the unterrified democracy of

Champions from all fights at Bridge

1

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

1 1

$100, 006

Surplcsi and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive l. ery Courtesy and Accommodation WiiLin the S ;e of Good Cankici

"

